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  Iications.

       The re6earch here described is concerned with a formal system

and its- applications, in particular, a formal system which models sys-

tems interacting each other.
                                   '
       In this thesis, a new formal system: interactive system, is pro-

posed, which is construeted with two web grarnmar systems and interac--

tion functions which represent interactions between two web grammar sys--

tems. Many kinds of interactive systems are proposed and .their abili-

ties are studied.

       For representing a problem, produetion sy$tems has been used.

A new production system is propesed, which is devgloped by extending

descriptive power of the interactive system by introducing variables.

Three examples of interacttve graph produetion systems are shown.

They are three coin problern, monkey and banana problem and block world

manipu!ations problem. In the three coin problem, changing of situa-

tions in a data base is described. In the monkey and banana problern,

try and error process is represented. And in block world manipulations

probiem, complex situations are represented.

       Using the IGPS an image interpreting systern is constructed.

The image interpreting system ls represented simply using the IGPS, and

can be easily modified. The image interpreting system contains about

120 productions, but it is experimental one. The image lnterpreting

system treats a simple visual world which is constructed with 5 kinds

of objects.
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 CHAPTER 1

Introduction

       Mankind can not live without any information. And man ex-

changes mutually his own ideas 'by language. Thus, human beings have

accumulated their experiences and have built up a variety of sciences

and techniques.

       !n the development of our understanding of complex problems,

the most powerful tool available to the human intellect is abstraction.

When we have developed an abstract concept to cover the set of objects

or situations in question, we will usually introduce a word or a pic--

ture to symbolize the abstract cdncept; and any particular spoken or

written words and pictures may be used to represent a particular or a

general instance of th' e corresponding situations. The last stage in

the process of abstraction is very much Tnore sophisticated; it is the

attempt to symbolize the most general facts about objects and situa-

tions covered under an abstraction by brief but powerful axioms, and

to prove rigorously that the resuit obtained by manipulating symbols

can also successfuly be applÅ}ed to real world.

       For modelling languages many grammar systems have been proposed,

and using those abstractions our understanding about languages have

been developed. And grammar systems were used as production systems

for expressing complex problems.

                                -1-



       Lthen production sYstems were first proposed by Post as a general

computational mechanism (34], production system is very simple con-

struct of a set of rules, a data base, and an interpreter. And the

production system expresses symbol string manipulations.

       Becoming problems treated more complex, production systems also

have become more complex. For instanee, in DENDRAL system [18, 39]

the data base contains complex graph structures which represent mole-

                                           'cules and molecular fragments..

       Grammar systems also have been become more complex. For in-

stance, grammar systems were used for representing patterns, and the

grammar systems were used in pattern recognitions [20, 25].
                                                                   '
       For expressing complex structures, in 1969 Pfaltz and Rosenfeld

introduced the notion of a web grammar [33], whose productions replace

subwebs by subwebs. This notion provides a general formalism for mod-

elling a wide variety of data structures, in paticular, relational struc-

tures such as those that arise in artificial intelligence problems.

Although research in this area is still somewhat tentative, it looks

promising. Papers have been published on aspect of web grammars for

various classes of graphs [26, 32, 36], 'Chomsky hierarchies' for such
                                  '
grammars [1-7, 31, 17], web acceptors {15, 16, 23, 28, 37, 38], pattern

analysis [42] and data structure manipulation by web grammars [41].

       In the field of artificial intelligence, we have trend to treat

more and more complex probelms. So we find many cases that have

interactions in the situations. And there exist a lot of problems .
                                      ttthat are easily solved through interactions. So we need a formal
                                            '                                                              'system which models situations interacting each other.

-2 --



       IR this thesis, standing the preceding view points, formal mod--

els for complex situations interacting each other are proposed. And

the formal models are .developed into production systems and using that

                                                              'production system image interpretation is discussed.

       In chapter 2 interactive systems are proposed, that are new

formal systems which represent situations interacting each other. And

an interactive system is defined as a formal sys'tem which is constructed

with two web grammar systems. i'nteracting each other through interaction

functions, and their abilities are studied. It is shown that the

well-known quotation from Homer's Iliad:

                     "fhoo heacZs aye bette? than one."

is true for formal systems, too.

       In chapter 3, an interactive graph production system will be

proposed. IGPS (Interactive Graph Production System) is developed by

extending descriptive power of the interactive system by introduc!ng

variables. And rGPS is simplified by constricting interactive systems'
                                               '
formalisms. Three examples will be shown. Three examples are the
                                       '
three coin problem, monkey and banana problem and block world manipula-

tions problem. In the three coin problem, changing of situations in

a data base Å}s described. In the monkey and banana problem, try and

error process is represented. And in the block world manipulations

problem, complex situations are represented.

       In chapter 4, using the rGPS an image interpreting system wtll be

constructed. The image interpreting system is represented simply using

IGPS, and can be easily modified. The image interpreting system

                                  -3-



contai.ns about 120 productions, but it is

image interpreting system treats a simple

with 5 kinds of objects.

experimental

world which

 one. So the

is contructed
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               CHAPTER 2

Interactive Systems and their Abilities

2.1 Introduction
                                                                     '
       In recent years many robot systems and problem solving systems

have been constructed. Most of them, for instance, STRIPS [20] is

constructed with a goal oriented method and, as a result, it

could handle little interaction. In the real world robot never

have all knowledges of environments where they may take actions previ-

ously. Therefore, robots must take actions according to their assump-

tions, and confirm their assumptions by observing reactions. For in-

stance, when a robot is going to recognize its environment with a TV-

camera, it can correct its recognition by viewing the reaction to its

action. [lherefore in a robot planning, there must be used a dynamic

method which has its base on interactions between a robot and its en-

vironment, not as usual statistic.goal oriented method.

       A few robot pl,anning systems have considered interaction. But

it has not been investigated theoretically and practically that what

changes of the ability.of a system are caused by interaction or what

relations exist between systems with and without interactions. In

this chapter, for handling the system which has interaction theoreti-

cally, we will define an interactive system which models the system

which has interactions. To solve those problems, we study the abilities

-s-



of interactive systems. First, we will discuss the condition for mod-

elling systems with interactions. Second, we will propose formai def-

initions of interactive systems. Third, we will study the behaviors

of the interactive systems of mode A which have transcendental corre-

spondence between sub-systems which interacteach other. Fourth,wewill
      '
study the behaviors of the interactive systems of mode B which have no

transcendental correspondenc.e between sub-systems. Fifth, relations

between interactive systems of mode A and mode B wil•1 be studied.

And last, interactive systems which a're constructed with two kinds of

sub-systems will be studied.

2.2 Interactive systems

       in this ehapter, we w'ill, pr.ovide theoret/tcal models for the

systems such as i.n Fig. 2.1. For i.nstance, system-1 is a robot and

system-2 is an env.tronment, or system-.1 is a man and system-2 is a

computer system.

       Generally system-1 and system-2 are complex systems. In the

sense of interaction, system-.1 and system-2 are tokens which interact

each other. In this chapter we call system-1 and system-2 tolcen s-zs-

tems, and states o.f these tokens. Next we shall describe how handle

token systems and tokens. A token system can be an automaton. But

for this chapter'S' purpose it is desired that a token has structures

in itself. Because token systeins interact through tokens. Therefore

graphs, which have structures in themselves, are fit for a token. So

for token systems we use web evcu7miai, systems which are originated from

- 6 --
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the work of Pfaltz and Rosenfeld [33] and studied by many researchers

[l, 14]. A web grammar system handles graphs for its language. We

use web grammar systems which handle labelled directed graphs. La-

belled directed graphs are handled in this chapter by the forms in Fig.

2.2. A class of token systems corresponds to an ability or a eomplex--

ity of it. An interactive system is cons"tructed with two token sys-

tems and two inte?aetion funetions which model interactions between

token systems. In Fig. 2.1 an arrow from system-1 to system-2 cor-

responds to an inte.raction function 1, and an arrow from system-2 to

system-1 does to an interaction function O. An interaction function l

provtdes the set of productions of a token system 1 for a vertex of

a token of a token system 1 i.n the context of a token of. a token system

c).

       rlhe ability of an interactive system which is constructed wlth

two token systems and two interaction functions is defined with the set

of tokens which can be generated. More kinds of tokens an interactive

system ean generate, higher ability it has. Therefore we study rela-

tions among the families of the sets of tokens which can be generated

by /interactive systeins.

2.3 Definitions ot- interactive systems

       We shall describe the definitions of interactive systems

token systems whiLch are sub-systems of rtnteractive systems.

                                                    '      Definition 2.1. An interactive system is specified as a

and

4-tuple,

-8 -.



                  s=( IZ'o , Tl , fo , fl ),

where To and Tl are token systems, and fo and fl are interaction func-

 .tlOnS.                                                    '

                                          .       Del.1 nition 2.2. A token system !Z'i (z--Q or 1) is a 4-tuple,

                  Ta =( Si ' Vna ' Vti ' Pa )'

where s. is an initiai token, V . is a finite set of nonterminal sym-
      z                             nz
bols, Vti is a finite set of terminal symbols, and Pi is a finite set

                                                                 'of productions cf web grammar.

       Definition 2.3. A token is 'represented by a 3-tuple,

                  •t- -- ( IV , v, (S ),

where ru is a nonempty set of vertXces which ls represente.d by natural

number.s, V: IV m)' VnuV-b is a label function, and 6: AlxAl + {O, 1} is an

edge function.

      We show examples o.f a token and of a token system.

                          '   [Example 2.1] Let

                  N= { 1, 2, 3 },

                  v(1) = a,

                  v(2) -- b,

                  v(3) = c ,

                               -9-



                               1 m='1 and n=2, 3

and 6(m, n)=                               O otherwise .

Then t = (IV, v, 6) is a token and i.s shown in Fig. 2.2 (a).

   [Example 2.2] Let

                   s=s                       .f

                   V = {A, B, C, S} ,
                    n

                   Vt = {a, b, c} ,

                      'and P= {S :> aB, B :> bC, C :> cA, A :> aB, C I> c} .
           - --- - -.-- - -.-- - -.-uz-- - -

Then T= (s, Vn, Vt, P) ts a token system.

       An initial token s is usually S which is one vertex token, and
                                     .
we express a token system LZ' by onl.y the set of productions P usually.

For i'nstance the token system of Example 2.2 is represented by the form

in Table 2.l. Hereafter an initial token s, a set of nonterminal sym--

bols Vn and a set of terminal symbols Vt are not expressed explicitly.

       Next we shall define an 1'nteraetion function.

       Definition 2.4. An interactlon function is specified as

                               P.                   G : Ti-i +2z

where I) i is a set of productions of token system Ti, and Tlki is a set:

                                             '
                   U Ni Å~ {tl..i},

-10-



Table 2.1 An example

           of a token

of table

system.

           -representatlon

s :->
.

B :->
.

c :->
.

A :>
.

c :->
.

aB---H- -w--

bC
cA- --...-

aBtw
c
.

Table 2.2 Table            -representatzon of the interactive system of Examp. 2.3.

Interaction

function O'

Productions

token system

of

 o

 B
-.J

Interaction

function 1

(A)
  .

(B)
  .

(d)
  .

(d)
  .

 pt

 s
 .

 A
  .

 B
 .

 A
 .

 B
  '

w

l•> A b
    -----

E> a A
    pm-
:> a B
    -- ---

:> a
    .

E-> a
    .

Productions of

token system 1

S l> A

A :-> B

B I> A

B :> d

-11-



where IVi is any set of verticies of any token ti which can be a part of

token system Ti and tl-i is a•ny token which can be a part of token sys-

tem T ..     I-z
                     '

       An interaction function determines the set of productions which

are permitted to apply, by a vertex and a token. •

       We shall show an example of an interactive system.

   [Example 2.3] Let

       To = (5, {S, A, B}, {a, b}, {`? i' 4..tmb......P , 4 :> ae"{ ,

                           A :'>a, B i> a}),
                            ----

       TI == (E, {S, A., B}, {d}, {F E'> {l , 4,, i> i.3 , lj :> <> , e :-> g.})

                   .T"o(n, s) = {s i> "....b. ..p },

                   ,Fo(7xL, 4L) :- { i> E> 9....iO.L },

                   f'o(n, 'rp) "'- { ij :-> aM..B. },

                   fo(n, g) ={" :'>g, \ :'>? },

an.d fl(n, t) -{E E> {> , " E> e, lj i> (> , l} E> g },

where n is /any natural number tand t'is ,any token.

                   S == ( To, Ti, fo' fi )

is an interactive system which is also expressed by the form of

                                -12-

'



Table 2.2.

       We shall next define a move of an interactive system.

       Definition 2.5. 0ne move of an interactive system S corre-

                                         and next one move of tokensponds to both one move of token system T                                       o
system Tl•
                                                  '

       Definition 2.6. 0ne move of a token system T. (i=O or 1) is
                                                  z
defined as follows.

       A token ti of token system Ti and a token tl-i of token system

Tl-i are given. Let n be some vertex of ti. We have fi(n, tl-i).

Then one applicable rule in fa(n, t.1-.z) is applied to t.i with the

center of the rule corresponding to the node n of ti. Then the next

token of token system T. is obtained.
                      z
      Let n be any node of ti, if there is no rule in fi(n, tl.i)

which can be applied to the token 'b. with the center of the rule cor-
                                 z
responding to the node n of the token ta, then the token ta is pre-

served. So the next token of token system Ti is same as the previous

one.

      We shall explain the concept of "a rule is applied to the token

t with the center of the rule corresponding to the node n of t".

      The token of Fig. 2.3 (a) is given. Then the rule of Fig.

2.3 (b) is applicable to it with the center of the rule corresponding

to the node 1 of the token. But the rule of Fig. 2.3 (b) is not ap-

plicable to the token with one correspoRding to the node 2 or the node

3 of the token. And the rule of Fig. 2.3 (c) is applicable to the

                               -13-
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   V3.
    c

(a) Token t

?n e}-J---d. Ce --.

 (f) 3t3 (g)

        Fig. 2.4
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 e..ttt-''

(c)

da
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Examples

9
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(d) 3t2
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 (h) 3t3

of sub-tokens

b

'

 c
 .

(e)

?

3t2

  a
   Å~>d

  c
(D 3t4
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token with the center of it corresponding to the node 2 of the token,

but it is not appiicable with one corresponding to the node 1 or 3 of

the token. The result of the application of the rule of Fig. 2.3 (b)

is equal to that of 'Fig. 2.3 (c).

       Next we will explain moves of the interactive system of Table

2.2.

   [Example 2.4] !n Table 2.3 there is an example of moves of the

interactive system of Table 2.2. First there are S of tZ'o (token sys-

tem O) and S of Tl (token system 1). The first move of the interac-

tive system i.s explained as follows. In this state, we have

                    fo(n, s) -{s E> A.-..-t.-lj }.

rt"herefore S :'> A•b B is applied to (1) in Table 2,3 and this is the
           t -'M'-F---
move of token system 2' o. 1"hen in token system To (2•) in Table 2.3 ts

obtained. Thus the present token in token system To is (2) in Table

2.3 and the present token ln token system Tl is (1') in Table 2.3.

Next the first. move of token system Tl is as fol.tows. Here we have

                J"•1(n, Ab B) =,{ S i> A, A :> B, B i> A, B :-> d }.
                 -- .-tt--T-ttnt- - - - - t -                                                               l-

Thus S i> A is applied to (1') in Table 2.3. So (2') is obtained.
      --
Then the present toleen in token system To is (2) and the present token

in token system Tl is (2').

       The next move of the interactive system is as follows. Here

we have

-IS-



Table 2.3 Moves of the interactive system of Table 2.2.

token of token system O token of token system 1

            s
            .

        A b B
        "--.-..---4-"-----

    AabB    F--..nm.-...".-za-.-.t--------.-

    AabaB    --- 'pa ---'" ptM---m--t--

- '''  ""t-L-'-'"'t'L-""'t"rr'' J'UV-+N'--'-t

---- '+t"-'--"'''t-rv-'N' 'tr-+ "- ' -

a a a b
.--v- .n----e--.

a a a
•- db-"t-.bif"--wh.-l

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6),

(7)

(8)

s
.

A
.

B
.

A
.

B
.

d
'

d
.

(1')

(2')

(3t)

(4 ')

(5')

(6')

(7')

- 16 -



                   fo(n, ]3L) - { 4 :> a.th.A., }.

Therefore A :'>aA is appUed to (2). Thus (3) is obtained. Then
           --
                                    is (3) and the present token inthe present token in token systern T                                  o
token system Tl is (2'). Here i> :'> \ is applied to (2'). Thus the

present token in token system To is (3) and the present token in token

system tZ' l is (3'). Then we have

                    Åío (n, \) - { P :> a B }.

Thus B !> aB is applied to (3). Then (4) is obtained. Next
      -H
B i> A is applied to (3'). Then (4') is obtained. Next A i> aA

is appiied to (4). Then (5) is o:",tained. Next A E> B is applied
                                                  t-
to (4'). Then (5') is obtained. Thus the present token in token

system To is (5) and the present token in token system Tl is (5').

Then B :> aB is applied to (5). Thus (6) is obtained. Next
      --
B i> d is applied to (5'). Then (6') is obtained. Thus the present

--token in token .Jystem To is (6) and the present token in token system IZ' 1

is (6'). Here we have

                    fo (n, g) =' { 4 :'> g , lj :'> ? }•

Thus A :> a is applied to (6). Then (7) is obtained. Thus the
      --
present token in Token system To is (7) and the present token in token

system Tl is (6'). Here in token system Tl no rules can be applied

to (6'). Therefore (6') is preserved by Definition 2.6. Thus (7')

is obtained. Here we have

- 17 -



                    fo(n, g) ={4 :> ?, \ :'> g }•

Thus B i> a is applied to (7). Then (8) is obtained in token sys--
      --

       Here the token (8) in token system To contains no nonterminal

symbols, therefore (8) is an output of the interactive system of Table

2.2 by Definition 2.7.

       Definition 2,7. An output of an interactive system is a token

of token systeTn To if no nonterminal symbols are contained in it.

       Next we will define a eontext-free token system and a context-

sensitive token system.

       Definition 2.8. Context-free token system is defined as a

token system whose productions satÅ}sfy the condition below.

   [CenJ•ition 2.l] Let a production be

                          tl !> t2, (2.1)

where tl is (All, vl, 61) and t2 is (A12, v2, 62). Then IAIII is one,

and All ts included by N2. And if vl(n)cVt, then V2(n)==Vl(n)• And

if 61(n)=1; then 62(n)H-1.

                                                                        '
       Definition 2.9. Context-sensitive token system is defined as

a token system whose productions satisfy the condition below.

   [condition 2.2] Let a production be (2.1). Then IVI is included

by A12. And if vl(n)EVt, then v2(n)=vl(n). And if 61(n)=1, then

                                 - 18 --



62(n)-i.

       We shall ctefine the idea of mode A and mode B in 2.4 and in 2.5

respectively.

2.4 Interactive Systems of rnode A

       We shall define an interactive system of mode A which has corre-

spondence between vertices of a token of token system To and those of

token system Tl. We express the width of the pass between token sys-

                                       -tem To and token system Tl by a suffix z such as mode Ai. In the def-•

inition, the width of the pass between token system To and token system

Tl is represented by the number of vertices of szth-to7<ens which are

refered by interactlon functions. For the definition, we will explain

the concept of sub-token nto. which has n vertiees and whose center is J'.

       when we are given a token of Fig. 2.4 (a), the sub-token 3tl is

Fig. 2.4 (b) and the sub-token 3t2 is a collection of Figs. 2.4 (c), (d)

and (e). And we define that an empty sub-token nto is contained in

any token.

       Definition 2.10. We say that an interactive system which has

correspondence betwee-n vertices of a token of token system To and those

of token system Tl is of mocle Ag•. Tvlore 'formally, of mode Ao. i's an

interactive system whose iRteraction functions: fo and 4, are both
                                      '
have a form of (2.2).

                    f(n, t) = U. f'(.tk) (2•2)
                              kso
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                                           P       In (2.2), f' is a function:{ntk} " 2 •

       In this section we will show

                                          '
          CZ;'L c J'CI7L(Al) -c. .Z"CIiTL(A2) c- ... E JZ-CFIL(A.)

and CSL c -[CSL(Al) =rCSL(A2) = ... = ICSL(A.),

                                                               '
where CFL is the family of the languages which are generated by CF (con-

text-free web grammar systems), ICFL(A.) is the family of the sets of
                                     z
outputs of JCF(Ai) (interactive systems of mode Ai whose token systerns

are context-free), rTasL(A.) is the farnily of the sets of outputs of
                         z
.Z'CS(A.) (interact'ive systems of mode A. whose token systems are context-

sensitive).

       We will show one example of fCF(Al) (interactive systems of mode

A]. whose token systems are context-free).

   [Example 2.5] Let

     To - (E , {S, A}, {a, b}, {9 i> A.T-nvJb.L.rA. , " :-> a.mA. , i> :> g }),

                                       213 12

     I71 - (S , {S, B, C, D}, {a, d}, {S :'> a-H-B. , lj :> a.--9 ,

                                           12 12
                    C i> aB, C :> aD, D :> ad }),
                    - -•rv.- - --.-- - ---L-                         12 12 12

                    fo(n' t) " .Y.if6(ntk)'

where f6(.to) ={EI> A.---b--A. },
                                     213
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                    f6(\) ={4 i> a.L--A. },

                                   12

                    f6(9) ={" :' a"u.A. }•

                                   12

                    f6 (P) == {" :> 7 }•

and f6(g) = { 4 :'> ? },

                    fl(", t) = kYlfi(ntk)'

where fl(.to) -{S I> aHB , e :-> aHC , 9 :'> a.--B. ,
                                    l2 12 12
                               C !> aD, D :'> ad }.
                                - - - -----                                    12 l2

Then S == (To, Tl, fo, fP is fCI7(Al) and whi.eh is the interactive

system of Table 2.4.

       )Llext we show an example of Tnoves of the interactive system of

Table 2.4. In Table 2.5 there are moves of the interactive system.

       F.itrst there ar.e S in tol<en system T                                             and S iR token system                        . o.                      '
T      In this state., we have 1'

                    fl(1, S) - { S :-> A b A },
                                     2H,in5

therefore this production is applied to (1) in Table 2.5 and this is

the first move of token system To. Then in token system To, (2) in

Table 2.5 is obtained. Thus the present token in token system LZ7 o is
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Tab1e 2.4 Table representatlon of the interactive system of Exarnp. 2. 5.

Interaction

function O

(B)
  .

(c)
  .

(D)
  .

(d)
  .

s
.

A
.

A
.

A
.

A
.

 Productions o.f

 token system O

-AbA=>    -    213
- a A=>    t- -m-H
    12
    aA=>- - T-    12

Ha=> .

-a=> .

Interaction

function 1
Productions

token system

S- aB. => .----•-.
       12

B- aC   =>
       12

C- aB. => "-.
       12

C aD• :> --
       12

D- ad. => e----.
       12

of

1

(a)
  .

(a)
  .

(a)
  .

(a)
  .
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Table 2.5 Moves of the interactive system of Table 2.4.

Tokens of token system O Tokens of teken system 1

A
-.t..

4

A
-...

4

a
.

4

a
t..-

4

      s
      .      1

  AbA
  213
  abA..-.- t-u- ---P'H--HL-

  213
  abaAt.tT...t -.T..t.tt....--.L.----tT.-

  2135
  abaA  -t .t.tTtt-Mtttt'tt.v-mu--

  2135
  abaat.t.tr. -vt-uttr-tt.-ttLttt-tt.t.t..i.nttt .tttt.-

  2135

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

s
.

1

aB---l2
aaCp--------•l2
aa-Lim-"--TTmt12
aa-r-H .".

•- t

3

a
-- ---
3

a
+- -

D
-4

a

.-
d
•-

5

(l')

(2')

(3')

(4')

(6)

1 2 3 4
(5')

pt-t "dpt-p.llH".A •
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(2) in Table 2.S and the present token in token system Tl is (1') in

Table 2.5.

       Next the first move of token system Tl is as follows. Here we

have

          fl(1, A.mmle-4) ={Si> a"--B. , lj !> a--C. , 9:> aNB,

                213 12 12 12
                            C :> aD, D :'> ad }.
                             - --F---- - -----                                 12 12

rl'hus S :-> aB is applied to (1') in Table 2.5. So (2') is obtained.
      - ------           12

Then the present token in token system fiFo is (2) in Table 2.S and the

present token Å}n token systern Tl is (2') in Table 2.5.

       The Rext move of the interactive system is as follows. Here

we have

                    fo(i, ?--.B) ={ S• i> A.---b-,--A. },

                          12 213

                    .f"o(2, a-H.B.)={S E> A.--b.--.A , i> :" i?lm..EL },

                          -12 213 12

                    fo(3, a B) - { E :'> A...le-.-A },

                          1-2 213

therefore A :> aA is applied to (2) in Table 2.5. Thus in token
           --
system To (3) is obtained. Then the present token in token system To

i.s (3) in Table 2.5 and the present token in token system Tl is (2')

in Table 2.5. In this state, we have
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                    fl(1, A-.bA) -{S:> aHB, lj i> a--NC,

                           4213 12 12
                                 CI> aB, C :'>aD, D :'>ad },
                                 - -----" - H - --                                      12 l2 12

and fl(2, 4...a..L-?..-.") - fl(3, "...a...."9--.6) - fl(4, A.--..--b---nA.).

                   4213 4213 4213
                                                            '

Thus B :'> aC is applied to (2') in Table 2.5. Then (3') is ob--
      i-4
tained in token system Tl. "rhus the present tokeR in token system IZ'

e

is (3) and the present token in token system Tl is (3'). Here we have

                    JFo(1, ?.L-.El-4C) "{S lr" A.Lb.-4 },

                          l23 213

                    f,(.3, a"--.k"L.C.")={E i> "..-.9-rv.C , " =ny> apt; },

                          123 213 12

o(2, ?-i9)=fo(4, a.rm4a."9)=fo(i, aL-.-"C).

                          123 123 123

'rherefore " l> .?...f> is applied to (3). T..hen •in token system To,

(4) is obtained. Thus the present token in token system To 'Sss (•4)

                                                     'and the present tokcn in token system V' 1 is (3'). Here we have

         fl(1, 4.rv-a.m..? ..4.vr-A-) = 4(2, A-. b g..4) " fl(3, A a b a A)

               42i35 42i3s a'rr'ii""3"-g
       ={S :> aB, B :> aC, C :> aB, C :> aD, D :'> ad }.
            - -.tLLt.- - }L- - Ft-- - -7tn..- - iv.-                 12 12 l2 l2 12
  rr.herefore 9 I> ?=.D. is applied to (3'). Then in token systern Tl,

(4') is obtained. Thus the present token in token systein To is (4)
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and the present token in token system Tl is (4'). Here we have

                    fo(1, a"-"aL-jlmLD) u fo(2, e.-a-.gP.) == fo(3, a.-a.na--.a D)

                          1234 . 1234 1234
                      ={S :> AbA },
                          "-                              213

 and fo(4' a--'.--HM..a D) = { S :'> t}L!2"mL4 , <> :" ? }•
                                                     '                          1234 213

Thus 4 :> ? is applied to (4). Then tn token system {Z'o, (5) is ob-

tained. Thus the present token in token system To is (5) and the

present token in token system Tl is (4'). Next P :> g is applied
                                                     'to (4'). Then in token systeTn Tl, (5') is obtained. Thus the pres-

ent token in token system To is (5) artd the present token in token
                                                     '
system Tl is (5'). Here we have

       fo(]-, e...9.".,m.e--..a..-S) = fo(2, a- -a a e. ,-d) = fo(3, a.-...t;--.g.m.1-g)

             12345 12345 12345
                                '            = fo(4, g....g..--sznemiq-../:'t) = { S :" ".."."b..A. },

                    12345 213

..d fo(5' er+e--9.N-a-t;) "'{4 !> ?}'
                      1234S

Thus " :-> g is appl.ied to (5)• Then in token system To, (6) is ob-

tained.

       Here a token (6) in token system To contains no nonterminal sym-

bols, therefore (6) is an output of the interactive system of Table 2.4

                      'by Definition 2.7.
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       Theorem 2.I.

                    CFL ct -I'CFL(Al) E -Z-CZ'L(A2) E ... s "Z-CIJTL(A.)

       Proof. We shall show that CFL c -ZUC"TL(Al). For any context-

free web grammar system:

                    CF = (s , Vn , Vt , P),

let To=(S, Vn) Vt, P)
o(n, t)=P,

where n is any natural number and t is any token, and Tl is any con-

text-free token system and fl is any interaction function of mode Al.

'I"hen

                    S=( To, Ti, fo' fi )

is JCF(Al> (an interactive system of mode Al whose token systems are

context-free) and simulates the CJ," from Deflnitions 2.1, 2.2, 2.8 and

z.10. Therefore CFL E JCFL(Ai) is preved.

       From Definition 2.IO fCF(At) is also 1-CF(Ai+1), therefore

fCFL(Aa) E fCFL(At+1) is apparent,

       Next we shall show

                    ewL f ICIJ'L(Al)•

In [1], i•t was shown that only the graphs as ln Fig. 2.5 can not be

geneyated by any CF (context-free web grammar system), but the inter-

active system of Table 2,4 generates only the graphs as in Fig. 2.5,
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Fig.

                                     iptpt---                    n /"f a        //J-/'"-'illl) I J51 l:C)v a-e---{--`

      •/       '   b ''"" a

       x.x    NN.x "s"ny-....
      sx 'lt"'      x..."a --''L"'''
         XX-Elx..15'L'' ' ' 'iL""-H".""-K"h--..-.

                   Xx./-. .J--,---..---"-x a "L-"stxtt---L.-..-.t

                                eTS-                                 -s•---h,-,--.th.-upa a                    Il

                                     '2.5 An example of the graph in the set which

     included in CFL.

can not be
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and which is of mode Al and whose token systems are context-free.

'rherefore Cl7L S fCFL(Al) is apparent, Thus CFL c ICFL(Al) is
                                             'proved.

       Theorem 2.2

         CSL c fCSL(Al) = fCSL(A2) = ... = JCSL(An).

       Proof. We shaU show that CSL ct fCSL(Al). From Definitions

2.1, 2.2, 2.9 and 2.10, CSL E fCSL(Al) is apparent. Next we show

that CSL l ICSL(Al). The set of all separable graphs i.s not included

by CSL from [1]. The interacttve system of Table 2.6 generates all

separab!e graphs, and it is fCS(Al) (an interactive system of mode Al

whose token systems are context-sensitive). Therefore

                      CSL cr fCSL(Al)

is proved. We show an example of rnoves of the interactive system of

                                             'Table 2.6 in Table 2.7.

       Next we sh.all show .ICSL(A.L) = fCSL(A7+1). From Definition

2.10 fCSL(Ai) E plCSL(Ai+i) is apparent. Then we show

                      fcsL(Ai) D fCSL(Ai+l)•

In order to prove this formu!a we show that JCS(AP (an interactive sys-

tem of mode Al whose token systems are context-senstti.ve) can simu!ate

"TCS(Ai) (an interactive system of rp.ode Ai whose token systems are con-

text--sensitive). fCS(A.) is expressed by two sets of the rules of
                        t
the form as (2,3) as shown in T'able 2.6,
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Table 2.6 The interactive system which generates all separable

           tu

Productions of

token system 1

       t .-..t.T...t-

graphs.

Interactlon

function O

Productions of

token system O

Interaction

function 1

(Bi)
 -

(B')
 .

(Bi)
 '

(t)
 .

(Ai)
 .

<At)
 .

(t)

 .

(t)

 .

(A')
 .

Bi
'

1

A
.

I

t
.

1

s-  =>.

I

Bt
  =>- --
l

Bm   N. =7
2

BL  =>.

1

B-  =>.

I

A
  :>.

1

A-  =>.

I

T --
  =>.

2

A'-
  =>.

1

A,i-
. =>
l

TH  => .
2

AiS Bt

ptl2
B Bi
--12
Bi B

]2
T
.

I

T
.

1

A Bi
--]2
Ai

.

I

ATpt]2
t
'

l

A Btpm12
tti2

(l)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(IO)

(11)

(B)
 .

(T)
 .

(T)
 .

(T)
 .

(Ai)
 .

<A)
 .

(T)
 .

    s
    .    1

    B'
    .    1

B• Bi
pt21
tBrd12
tApt12
    As
    .    1

    Ai

t-    1

B.-` ----...A

l2

=>

i>

i>

:>

:>

:>

:>

:>

A Bt
12
B Bt
12
tt
21
tt
12
t At
pt12
t
.

1

A B`
l2
t A'
ne12

(I)

(II)

(Ill)

(W)

(v)

(W)

( vfi )

( V!II )
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Table 2.7 Moves of the interactive system of Table 2.6.

Applied

production

Tokens

token

 of

system O

Applied

production

l

2 (4)

3 (2, 4)

2 (3, 4)

3 (2, 4)

4 (2, 3)

5

5

]o

2 (4)

4 (2, 3)

    .contlnue

B
.

6

T
.

6

    s
     .    I

    A" Bi
     pt    12
    A" B Bi
     --    l 2 3

    A" B Bg
     N    l23
    At, B B B
     --    l 2 3 4

    A"BBB
    lr23/4

    Ait B B T
    IT--;z5":I-i/4

    Ait B T T
    lr-"---:2SiII:3-4

    A"TTT
    IEx•-h/4

 BiATTT 5--/--r23/4

eB ATTTsrTlnyX2N-3/4

 BATTTsr--rlXr23-4

'

'

  I

  II

  II

  Ifi

  rv

  v

  VI[

  II

  Ill

- Sl

B

6

t

6

      Tokens of

      token system 1

    s
     .    1

    A Bt
     M    l2
    AB Bi
     ma    1 2 3

    A B B'
     -    l 2 3

    ABB Bi
             .    I 2 3 4

    ABB Bi
    1 2 3 4

    A B t t
    l 2 3 4

    Attt     "---    1 2 3 4

    A'ttt
    1 2 3 4

 BtAttt            L--"- 5 1 2 3 4

tB Attt
 5 1 2 3 4

  tAttt
 5 l 2 3 4



5

7 (6)

8 (9)

9 (8)

T

6

T

6

T

6

T

6

TATTTsr--;l--K2[b/4

T AiTTT
sr;'--""'-:l;"'"-'-IF ;2 3/4

gi--?eZi{ii'iT,.,T

g/r-Ft::l,lkiiiST,.T,,

V tt Aittt
 65
vr tt

1

t

2

t

3

t

4

t

6

t

5

t

1

t

2

t

3

t

4

t

6

t

5

t

1

t

2

t

3

t

4

t

6 5 l 2 3 4
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                    (tl) t2 7.> -e3 (2.3)

                    (Y') tX2 S> t03 (2.4)

                    (Y') tX2 -=> t3 (2.5)

                    (xO) y+ :-> yX (2.6)

                                                  '                    (xX) tOl -=.> tl (2.7)

       Basically the rule of (2.3) of fCS(Ai> is simulated by the rules

of (2.4)-(2.7) of .TCS(Al.). Zf the ruie of (2.3) belongs to token sys-

tem IZ' o of the fCS(A.i), then the ruies of (2.4) and (2.5) belong to

token system To oÅí the -Z-CS(Ai), and the rules of (2.6) and (2.7) belong

to token system Tl, and vice versa. The rules of (2.7) fill the rale

of checking whether sub-token tl in (2.3) is eontained in the token of

the token system whieh eontains the rule of (2.7). In the rule of

(2.7), 't: is constructed with only tl of (2.3) and XO (any one vertex

token whose label is superfixed with 'o'). 1 may contain xO. For

any. tC I. ther.e is the rule of (2.7) which contains the tOr And tl in

(2.7) is the sub-token which is obtaÅ}ned by changing XO  in tO l in (2.7)

to x and attaching the superfix: '+' to the center's label of tl in tZ.

If the rule of (2.7) is applied, then the rules of (2.4) and (2.5) are
                                                       .
tried to apply when they know that they are allowed to apply by seeing

the vertex whose label is changed to a label which is superfixed with

'.f'  by the rule of (2.7). In the rules of.(2.4) tX 2 is any sub--token

which is constructed with only t2 in (2.3) and xX (any one vertex token

                             '
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whose label is superfixed with 'Å~'). And t2 may cintain xX. For any

tX2 there is the rule of (2.4) whieh contains the tX 2. And t0 3 in the

                                                             Å~Å~rule of (2.4) is the sub-token whieh is obtained by changing x in t2

to X and t2 in tX 2 to t0 3 which is obtained by attaching the superfix 'o'

to the center's label of #3 in the rule of (2.3). The rule of (2.6)

fills the role of handing over a move to the other token systeTn, when

it is informed of applying of the rule of (2.4) by the vertex whose

label is superÅíixed by 'o'. The rule of (2.5) is same as the rule of

              o O].(2.4) except t3. t3. in the rule oE (2.S) is obtained by changing

the superfiÅ~: 'o'  of t3 in the rule of (2.4) to 'Ol'. The rule of

(2.5) has the ro.le oE requiring to the other token system to perform

an empty move (preservation oÅí the tokent) whtch is defined in Defini-

tion 2.6. We shall later show an example of changing the rule of

(2.2) of fCS(A3) t.o the rules of (2.4) and (2.7).

       rt 'is necessa'ry to confi.rm that no productions can be applied

when an empty move is required by the rule of (2.5). To confirm that

no productions can be applied, the rules ln Table 2.8 or Table 2.9 are

necessary. If 'i't is conflrmed that no produetions can be applied to

the token which is in token system To by the rules tn Table 2.8 or

Tab.le 2.9, then a move is handed over to token systern Tl, and vice

versa. We shall later explain Table 2.8 and Table 2.9.

       The interactive system which Å}s constrncted with the rules of

(2.4)-(2.7) and in Tables 2.8 and 2.9 is of mode Al. And it simulates

the move of the original interactive system. Therefore fCS(Ai) can

                                                            'be simulated by fCS(Al). Then we have .

                    .ZMCSL(Al) L) fCSL(Ai)•
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Tabie 2.8 Rules for confirning that no productions can be applied.

Interaction

function O

Productions of

token system O

Interaction
function 1

 '

Productions

token system

of

1

 (.u. o,)

(x21)

(xOl)

(.x11)

(cii)

(x3)

(u'r.. 1 l )

(sc81)

(x22)

(xl2)

(xI3)

(x22)

(x22)

x

x

x

x

,cc

x

x

Ol

11

11

l+

71

5 2..

53

t i> x
 1

x :'> xl2

t i> x4
 1

tii:-> x
 i
xO!:.> x51

c2 l :. > x 5l

x;51.- .> x3

x51:.> x71

x 12 :. > x6 2

x 71 :. > x 0 2

x12I> di3

x12:.> x52

x53:.> x02

x52:.> x02

ti i (A) (.O i)
 1

x2l B) (xl1)

t i 1 (c ) (. 2 i)

 l

tii O) (x")
 !

  (E) (x2i)

  (F) (cO!)

  (G) (x5i)

  (H) (,,7i)

x (I) (x72)

  <J) (x•7i)

n (K) (x53)

cc (L) (x52)

  (M) (x53)

  (N) (x52)

      (,XO2)

x

 11x

y2 :.> yel

t I> t3 22yOl.-> a21

x21:.> xO!

x21I> xll

xOli> xll

x3 :-> x3

xlll> x81

x 8 1 :. > x 12

x8!l> x22

x 12 :. > x 13

c12E> x22

x13:-> x22

x 13 :. > x 12

x22 :. > x02

 (a)

 (b)

y (c)

 (d)

 (e)

 (f)

X3(g)

 (h)

 (i)

 (j)

 (k)

 (1)

 (m)

 (n)

 (o)
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TabZe 2.9 Rule fo 'r confirming that no productions can be applied.

!nteraction

function O

Productions

token system

of

o

Interaction

functlon 1

Productions

token system

of
 Il-

(y 3)

(y2)

x

x

Ol

Ol

:> x3

     02:> x

(cOl) y2 t E> y3
                2

t
 2
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Therefore faSL(A? = fCSL(Ai)

is apparent. So

                    .rcsL(Ai) = fosL(Ai+?

is proved.

       We show an example of changing the rule of (2.3) of fCS(A3) to

the rules of (2.4) and (2.7) of fCS<Al)•

   [Example 2.6] If the rule of (2.3) of fCS(A3) is Fig. 2.6 (1),

then the rules of (2.4) of .rCS(Al) are iigs. 2.6 (2)-(12) and the rules

of (2.7) are Figs. 2.6 (l3)-(23).

       Then we shall explain the rules in Tables 2.8 and 2.9. In Table

2.8, xct and yct expresses one vertex token whose label is superfixed with

'ct' , and xct tzB. does the sub-token which is eonstructed with on!y one

vertex token xct and #7B ; which is obtained by superfixing 'B' to the

label 6f the center of the sub-token ti in the rule of (2.3) and su-

perfixing any superfix to labels of other vertices. tS. may contain

xct . And their center is the verte>c of xct. cect xB expresses the sub-

tokens xct xB and xct xB.

       -t e--
       Next we explain moves of the rules in Table 2.8. First, (a)

in Table 2.8 is noti.fied by the vertex whose label is superfixed with

'OI' that an empty move is required. Next, (A) ln Table 2.8 is tried

to app].y. If the token of teken system To contains the sub-token k

in the rule of (2.3), then (A) in Table 2.8 is applied. So (b) in

Tab-le 2.8 is notified that t is contained in the token. [rhen whether                            1
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c
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Fig. 2.6 Examples of productions transformed from ICS(A3)• (partiai)
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( y')

  . B
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   Ax  i/
zac      3

Å~

4

:>
B

IA
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    X4

 DC (9)
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( y')

  . B

         Å~IA `n4   7
c
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X4

c
.
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  .
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1
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Fig. 2.6 Continued.
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 .
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Fig. 2.6 Continued.
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                                                                  llthe sub-token t2 in the rule of (2.3) whose center corresponds to x

exists or not is checked. If it extsts, then its center's label is

changed to the label which ls nonterminal symbol which can not be re-

written to termanal symbols. So later by (G) in Table 2.8 the same

vertex is generated in token systern 1' o. Therefore the iRteractive

systern never generate an output. If the sub-token t2 in the rule of
                                  ll(2.3) whose center corresponds to x does not exist, then there is

no rules which can be applied. Therefore in token system Tl the token

is preserved. So a move is handed over token system !Z' o and (B) in

Table 2.8 is applied. Then (c) in Table 2.8 is applied. Next (C)

in Table 2.8 is tried to apply. If tl in the rule of (2.3) exists in

the token of token systeTn LZ' o, then (C) in Table 2.8 is applied. So

(d) in Table 2.8 is applied. Then (D) is applied. The state when

(D) has been applied is the same as the $tate at the time when (A) was

                 11                   . If (C) ean not be applied, then (e) ls applied.applied, except x

'rhen (F) is applied. If ic3 which notifies that an empty move ls not

allowed, exists, then (g) is appiied. so (G) is applied. If x3

does not exist, then (H) is applied. Then (I)-(N) and (h)-(n) do

preparations of a next check.

       For each rule of (2.3) of HZ-CS(A.) the rules in Table 2.8 are
                                     z
rnade. In table 2.8, (N) notifys the next check that this check ends,

    02      . (o) corresponds to (a) of a next check.by x

       If in the rule of (2.3) tl is an empty sub-token, then the rules

in Table 2.9 are used to confirm that no productions can be applied.

Then we will explain Table 2.9.

       If t2 in the rule of (2.3) of ICS(Ai) exists in the token of
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token sys,tem Tl, then (a) in Table 2.9 is applied, So (A) in Table

2.9 is applied, Therefore if t2 in the rule of (2.3) is contatned in

the token of token system Tl, then the nonterminal symbol which can

not be rewritten is generated. So the interac.tive system can not

generate an output. rf t2 in the rule of (2.3) is not contained in

                            , then (B) in rable 2.9 is applied. So athe token of token system T                          1
next check starts.

       We will show an exarnpie of generating rZCS(A                                                  ) which simulates                                                 1
`z'0S (A24) •

   [Example 2.7] We show ICS(A24) in Table 2.10. It modeis a cros-

sing where signals and cars interact one another, In the fCS(A24),

token system To models a signal system, and token system Tl models ears,

By the number of vertices whose label is tAt, the number of cars are

expressed. In token system To of the fCS(A24) we express by the label

'G', the signal is green, and by the label 'Y', the-signal is yellow,

and so on. In Table 2.11 we express parts of 1-CS(Al) which simulates

the fCS(A24) of Table 2.20. In Table 2.12 moves of the 1-CS(A24) are

shown, and in Table 2.13 moves of the fCS(Al) of Tab!e 2.11 are shown.

       Proposition 2.l

                    ICFL(A.) 1 CSL
                          z

       Proof. Ezawa [14] shows that CSL includes the set of all com-

plete graphs. In any fCF(A.) (an interactive system of mode A. whose
                            zz
token systems are context-free) token systern To is a context-free web

graminar system, therefore it can not generates all complete graphs.
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Table 2.10 An example of fCS(A        )•       24

IRteraction
function O

Productions

token system

of

o

Interaction

function 1

Productions

token system

of

1

  AAAg>-.>ki(,i,g)

   A

ABB
tt•z)

ABB

AAAA
)i.)I(x.)

BBBB

 BBBBB
gB)lilll'i(ll.l.:>

 BBBBB

BBBB '••.,
'L/if.Ci-' ?

E ,, G<{III>G (,)

       R

  RGC2G
  R

Y{lj

  R

,,yQK (2)
     R

,. RÅé.BR, (3)

     R

     'R;iAllBR,:.,

 xgR

Rv.IR
,

  R
R':.>

  GR<f;.:R (4)

  G

RQGR or)
  R

Ri<c2BR,,, t

  R

R,<l;G,

  R

bt, (6)
 t

i> RQGR (7)
     G

G".RG)

G<>R.G)

G,K:/l[RG)

RQGRR)

ReV•)

y".K)

s :>
.

   BA6...

B
A
A
A

AABBBBBA
    x.t-
    .7
  214
 73
7/A .
BAABBBBB

l> B.-<iS-.B

A.<ilB..A E> B.T

   B

A ..<>

`S•B

 B

='  B.-<>

AAA BBB-t;' ,. ttS"

Bb

,.r
<]IB

   B

:> A..<>

,..A..
l]i"i

      A

B
B
B
B

(1')

(2')

(3')

(4')

(5')

(6i)

(7')
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Table 2.11 The -TCS (A1 ) which simulates the rCS(A24) Of Table 2.10.

Interaction

function O

Productions

token system

of

o

Interaction

function 1

Productions

token system

of

1

(El)

 o(F )
 .

 Å~(F )
 .

(F')

 .

s.

GXQRG
  Rx

G<)tRG

  R
G<iRtGÅ~

  R

   o  G
  .

Rikc2GR

  G

ROQGR
  Go

ReGR
  G

yXQK
   R

RXQYR
  Y

:->

:>

:>

:>

:->

:>

i>

:->

   Å~GQRG (i)
  R

 iQK (,)
   R

yoi QK (3)
   R

G
.

(4)

RlQGR (s)
   G
      'RQGR', (6)

   G
RI < )Gt R (7)

   G

Rto(2Ikt (s)

   R
 RObRR' (g)

  RV

    A4
S:-> 2.B

      Ao    BJII IBI-•B :>

 Å~(R )

 ' Bo
(G.

) A.i2i iBIFA :>

 .

      B Fo
    A..:i i-.A :>

        B

(41)

 e(Y )
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A
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  BxA .-il Sl. .

..-,}ll-.

  FX

F+
.1

:->

:>

Ao B5
 F

 24AB
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B

BA tBFI
   A

  B F+
Ae-:i(Z""

:
A 5i)iil.lA

 B FI

f go6i.B

1.Foi,<l)ll..B

  B

F
.

Å~

(1')

(2')

(3')

(4')

(5i)

(6')

(7')
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Table 2.i2 Moves of the interactive system of Table 2.10.

Applied

production

Token of

token system O

Applied

production

Token of

token system 1

i

2

3.

4

2

contmue

s
.

,d,
  R

,d,
  R

Ye/Y

R'
C5,Rt

  GR,AvGR

,d,
  Y

1'

3'

7'

2'

2'

7'

  s  .
 AB5s; il2cs

 A3 B3
ag">2:;;}i:tB".,,

 A3 B3

 A3 B3
A," 1)Å~

Xt'rf

 A" tri

geAi"g:it.,6

 A" IsiZ

s"t2gEEk

 A2 It+
A6..Eillli•islBi31>,

 /"N A2 I"
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3
 - R'RQR,R 6' A6

5B3s:

 A2 Br+

Table 2.13 Moves of the interactive system of Table 2.11.

Applied

production

Token of

token system O

Applied

production

Token of

token system 1

i

5

2

  Å~GeG
 R
  oG<)ll,G

 R
 R+G.<t)]iiiG

 R
  Å~,d,
 R
yOx/ }Y

5'

4

7'

Ag
if

A4

B2

A3

B3

A3
B3

A3
B3

tPrf,,

A2 I"

A.. FX ..Bli

>S•:lxlfis

A2 B4

 ottF.ii'.,,

".A3 B3

A2 Bl'liil[l}:.,6

A3 B3

As2ggi2tsÅ~%

A3 B3
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So fCFL(A.)fCSL                          t

.Is

        We show a relation between ICFL(Aa) and JCSL(Ai)•

       Proposition 2.2.

                    ICSL(Al) D fCFL(Ai)

       Proof. From Definitions 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 fCSL(Ai) -D fCFL(Ai)

is apparent. From Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 we have

                    fCSL(A.) i fClnyL(A.) .
                          zz

From Definition 2.2 we have fCSL(Ai)tt=ICSL(Al), therefore this proposl-

tion is obtained.

       Proposition 2.3 There is an fCF(A3) which generates the set of
 2n nodes without edges where n is any natural nurnber.

       Proof• The ICF(A3) in Table2.14 generates the set of n2 nodes

without edges where n is any natural number.
                                                       '

   [Example 2.8] We show an example of moves of the rCl7(A3) of Table

2.14, in Table 2.15. In Tables 2.14 and 2.15, at each token, node num--

bers are from 1 to n, from left to right. And in Table 2.15, paren-

thesized rule numbers show the rules which are permitted to apply.

                                                                    2       Proposition 2.4 There is no CS which generates the set of n

nodes without edges where n is any natural number.

                                                              2       Proof. Let there be a CS which generates the set of n nodes

                    '
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Tabie 2.14 The fCZ7(A3) which generates
 2n nodes without edges.

Interaction

function O
Productions of

token system O
Xnteraction

'functioti 1

Productions of
'token /s' ystem 1

A
.

A'

s :>
.

c

Ci

Ci

Ai,

.

At

c

   E

   c
pt

   c
pt

c' c
pt
ct E

9'

?II

4

9

9

9

9

e'

6*

Bl

cg

e

B**
.

B
.

B
.

c
.

S:> a

--
S :.> a

t-
cccc
---e
A:> a

--
C :> a

--
E :> a

-l
B:>?

9 i> 91

9i>S
4 :-> 43

9S:> 9

B .-. E

--
rp*-"> B'*

B,nrl.Il> B

--
B!>g

B :> )E

aa--
CEB
t--

B*
.

B*

ps

  (1)

a (2)
.

  (3)

  (4)

  (5)

  (6)

  (7)

  (8)

  (9)

  (lo)

  (11)

  (12)

  (13)

  (l4)

  (15)

  (16)

9i

         S :> a'
         --
         S :.> a"
         -"
S :> ACCCCCCEB
.

a
.

a
.

a
.

c
.

E
.

B
.

B* E
--
9i 5**

.

E3

Aii

.

B*t
.

Bl

95

9S

4"

9

**

A :>
.

c .>
.-
E :.>
.

B .>
--
A :.>
.

B*:.>
.

E :.>
.

c .>
-n
E :>
.

E'.>
--
E i>
.

Ati>
.

ce, ,,>

--

a
.

a
.

a
.

a
.

Ai
.

E

gt

9t

Et

%
95

4"

9

B**

(1i)

(2t)

(3t)

(4')

(5')

(6t)

(7')

(8')

(9')

(10')

(lli)

(l2i)

(13t>

(14i)

(15e)

(16')

    'contmue
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E E Et
CL,LE Bf*

rp 9S 4i

4" EMCS

A" C C'

A" C C

A" Ct C

       A
        .
    B**iArci

    --
    BiAr**C t

    --
       Bl'

cLg--4cs pf'

43 i.

E .>
.

A :.>
.

9S:->

c'
  :>

.

 "A  i>
.

c'
:>

'

Ni ,.

91 i>

92 i.

ef:>

9\t-..

C.,'

%
4u

9

9

Nt

9

g

9i

9i

B*i,r

-

B
.

(17)

(18)

(l9)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

c
.

E
e

2

3

4i'

5*

ef

B*

92

Bi

%
EIL u

c
.

A
.

E
.

E
.

E
.

B
.

B
.

.

E
.

B
.

c
.

t

el

]

B**

c,:>
.

All .>
.

B*i>
.

B{e,.

B :>
.

B i,t t>

.

B*!-i">

.

c .>
.

BSr3I>
.

B*S->
.

%:->

c
.

A
.

E

E

B*
--

'B**k
.

B

9'

5f

8

9

B**

Bl**

(l7i)

(18i)

(l gt)

(2oi)

(21')

(22i)

(23t)

(24i)

(25')

(26')

(27')

rwbFpm-s'h--ptwh . ww "V-, tu,uttpt .
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Table 2.15 Moves of the interactive system of Table 2.14.

AppiÅ}ed

production token of token system O
Applied

production token of token system

     e--'-Ne

1

3

12

8

13

14

25

a •--

4
ct

16

10

27

17

 -15

  6

--- 13

,-- 14
t

L- 26

s
.

s
.

A
.

A
.

A
.

A
.

A
'

A
.

A
.

A
.

A
.

A
.

A
•

A
.

A
.

A
.

A
.

A
.

CCCCCCEB--------
999999\4ek
9i9 9999?\ \*

9i9 9999\\ ?**

CCCCCCEEB.1........
9'9 9999E? lj

9'9 999 pa e? \k

9'929 999 lj \\ lj*

9'929 9 9 9 P ? ps**

9'929 999\\ lj e

C'CiC CCCEEEB
--t-" ''  ----
9'9'9'9'9'9E \ \ \ \ E \ l}

9'9'9'9'9'9'\ \ lj lj \ pp \ Pl

9'9'9'9'9'9'43\ g \ lji lj] \ E ef

9'9'9'9'9'9'lj3? \ ? \ \ e \ Plk

9'9"9'9'9'9'93pa P lj pe \ erde

3t

8t

21'

9'

10'

22'

23t

(1',2')

s
.

ACCCCCCEB

---.---v+.---lkb..-.Lt--

B

(4t) A'C CCCCCEB

A'C CCCCCE Bk

AtC CCCCCEE B**

A'C'C CCCCEE B**

A'CtCCCCCEEBt**

 21'

-19'

B4

25'

2oi

12'

13'

A'C'CCCCCEEB

A'C'C CCCCEE Bk
.

AtC'C CCCCEEEB**

1!'

22'

23'

A'C'CtC C C C E E E B*t

A'CtC'C C C C E E E Bk**

A,cececcccEEEB

A'C'CtC'C'C'C'E E E E E E E B

A'C'CtC'CfC'C'E E E EEEE
     '  'A,CfCtC'C'C'CtE E E E E E E

B*'

           1

EEEEEE B**           .1

.

E

1

 B*k

AtctctC'C'C'C'E'E

AtC' c'c ,

"--pt.-ntmp"==.;-;--rp;1ctctctC,E E E E E E E Bk*

    .contmue
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18

28

19

20

11

 521

23

22

24

4

5

7

765 +6

A C'C'C'CtC'C'C'CtE E E E E E B**........3.3......              .1
Atctctc,C,C,C'C,c'E E E E E E B. .. .....3.3.......
A"C'C'C'C'C'CtC'CtE E E E E E B•••.... .3.3. ......
A,ic,c,CtC'C'C'C'C E E E E E E B....... .3. .......
A"CtC,C'C'C'C'C C E E E E E E B
--------------e-
A"C'C CCCCCCEEEEEEB
--t--t--t------}
AiiC ccCCCCCEEEEEEB---e------------
A'tC CCCCCCCEEEEEEB-1- -i--i----l.---
ACCCCCCCCEEEEEEB-------------t--
accccccccEEEEEEB---e-------t-t..
aCaCCCCCCEEEEEEB----t----t------
aCaCCCCCCEEEEEEa--------tt--te--        'aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa----e---t-------

14'

26'

15'

27t

27i

16,5

i6'

18'

4' (st)

 'A-..-".mt.--.-'c'CtCtC'CtCtCLtSEEEEEEBI*

Atc,c,ciC'C,c'C'C'E E E E E E B
3:3

5' (6',7')

7' (S,,6t)

s,7+6,6

A"C'C'C'C'C'C'CLC5E E E E E E B

A"C,CtC'C'CtC'CSC E E E E E E B

A"CtC,C'C'C'C'C C E E E E E E B

A"C'C CCCCCCEEEEEEB-wA"C CCCCCCCEEEEEEB

ACCCCCCCCEEEEEEB
accccccccEEEEEEB
aCaCCCCCCEEEEEEB--Yin."-.-ny-.H

aCaCCCCCCEEEEEEa-••wtw .A--

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.
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without edges where n is any natural number. And let a set of rules

of the CS be

                   P"{ Pl, P2, ••• , PZ },

then any CS does not generate an egde. Because any CS can not delete

edges according to Definition 2.9. So, if an edge is generated then

it can not be deleted. Then, let a set of non-terminal symbols of the

CS be

                   Vn ={ Vl' V2' ''' ' V'm }

and a set of terminai symbols be
                         '

                   yt ={t }.

Then we can represent a situation of the CS by

                  ( al, a2, •.• , am, am+1 ),

where ai is the number of nodes whose labels are vi, and am+1 is the

number of nodes whose labels are t. And using this representation,

a production pi can be represented as below.

       ( hii' bi2' ''' ' bim' bim+i )

                                              '                        i> ( eil, ei2, .•. , eim, eim+1 ),

where, biJ. or eio. is the number of nodes whose labels are.,IVi and b.z•m+1

or eim+1 is the numbdr of nodes whose labels are t. And it represents

that if there are more than b.. nodes whose labels are v. and b                            to g in+1
nodes whose labeis are t in a situation of the CS, then those nodes are
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replaced by e.. nodes whose labels are v• and e                                                   nodes whose labels             zg g im+1
are t. In this formalisrn under two formulas are satisfied.

                    o s bim+i S eim+1

                       m+1 m+1
                    os Zh"s Ze"
                       g•.I Zg J•=l tJ

                                                    2We represent a situation in a process of generating n nodes as

                    ( gkl, gk2, ''' , gkm, •9km+l )•

Then let g.M.f}m gkg' `- ct

be satisfied where or is a naturai number. So the CS has only finite

states ahd it can not generate n2 nodes without edges. Then let there

                                   '
be n where

                    g'M.il.9kO' ' ct

for any natural number ct. And let sequences of productions which are

appiied in processes of generateing n2, n'2 and n't2 be

              '

                    ( Pll' P12' ''' ' Plk )'

                    ( P21' P22' ''' , P2k, ),

and ( P31, P32' '•' ' P3k" )

respectively, where only the numbers of nodes whose labels are t are

different. So there is a sequence of applications of productions
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which increase the number of nodes whose labels are t by a constant e.

So there is a sequence of applications of productions which generates

n +c nodes whose labels are t. So there is no CS                                                  which                                                        generates n

nodes whose labe-1.s are t without edges. So this proposition is proved.

       Theorem 2.3

                    xcFL(Ai) jl asL                                           i23

                                                             '

       Proof. From Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, we have ICFL(A3) Åë CSL.

                                                     'So from Definition 2.10 we have

                          .)ÅëCSL i)3.                    fCFL (A
                          Z

From Proposition 2.1 we have l'Cl7L(Ai) P eSL .

So we have this tlieorem. '

2.5 !nteractive Systems of mode B

       VJe wUl define an interactive system of mode B which has no

                                                              andcorrespondences between verttces of a token of token system T                                                            o
them of token systern Tl. We express the width of the pass between

token systeTn To and token systern T! by a suffix i such as mode Bi.

In the definition the width of the pass between token system T                                                               and                                                             o
token system Tl is represented by the number ef vertices of sub-•tokens

which are referred by interaction functions. A difference between an

interactive systern of mode A and one of rnode B is as follows.

       wtien a vextex and a token are given, the value of an tnteraetive

function of an Å}nteractive system of mode A is defined by the sub--
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tokens whose center corresponds to the vertex, but the value of an

interaction function of an interactive systeTn of mode B depends on only
                      'the token, but the vertex. Therefore an interaction function of an

interactive system of mode B take the same value for any vertex when

given tokens are same,

       Definition 2.11. We say that an interactive system which has

no correspondence between vertices of a token of token system To and

them of token systern Tl is mode B. More formally, it is mode BJ• that

an interactive system whose interaetion functions, fo and fl, are both

have a forrn of (2.8).

                    f("' t) " k2g• .YAI f'(mtk) ' (2•8)

where, f' is a function: {mtk} + 2P.

       !n this sectlon we will show,

                    CFL c .TCFL(Bl) E .Z"CFL(B2) E ... E .Z-CFL(B.)

                                                 '
and CSLc JCSL(Bl) " rCSL(B2) " -•• = fCSL(Bn),

            .) is the family ef the sets of outputs of ICF(B.) (inter-where ICFL(B

active systems of mode Bi whose token systems are both context-free),

fCSL(Bi) is the faTnily of the sets of outputs of .Z"CS(Bi) (interactive

systerns of rnode Ba whose token systems are both context-sensitive).

       Here we show one example of .ZCI7(Bl).

   [Exampie 2.9] The interactive system which is shown in Example 2.3

is -ZCJ7(Bl). Because interaction functions of the interacttve system
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is defined as follows.

                    `fo(i' t) = k-U., .Y. f6(ntk)

where f6(S) ='{S :'> A.-t.---.B },
                         '
                    f6(") ='{4:> a.--A. },

                             '                    f6(\)={ lj :> ats-B. },

and f6( " ) n' { 4 :" ? , 5 :-' ? }`

And fl(i' t) = kYl .Vlv fi(ntk)

where fi(.to) ={S :'>", g} :" \, ei> g},

Therefore the interactive system in Example 2.3 is of mode B

       Theorem 2.4.

                    CRL c -Z-CETL(Bl) c- 1-CFL(B2) E ... E .Z"CFL(B
                     '
                                              '       Proof. We shall show that CZ7L C fCFL(B.). From
                                      -n
2.1, 2.2, 2.8 and 2.11, for any context-free web grammar

                    CF = ( S, Vn, Vt' P )'

let To =( S, Vn, Vt, P),

                    fo(n, t) = p,

where n is any natural number and t is any token, Ti is any

free token system and fl is any interaction function of mode

1'

B :-> d }.

--

   n)

 Definitions

system:

coRtext-

 B.  1
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Then

                      '
                    S " ( To, Ti, fo' fi )

is rCi7(Bl) and simulates the CF. Therefore CFL -c feFL(Bl) is proved.

From Definltion 2.11 ICF(Ba) is also XC17(Bi+1), therefore

                    fcFL(Bi) c ICFL(Bi+1)

                                      '
.Is apparent.

       Next we shall show

                    cETL l -Z-CrFTL(Bl) •

In [1], only the graphs as in Fig. 2.5 can not be generated by ep

(any context-free web grarrunar system>, but the interactive system in

Example 2.3 generates only the graphs as in Fig. 2.5, and it is of

mode Bl and whose token systems are context-free. Therefore

CFL f rCFL(Bi) is apparent. Thus CFL c fCFL(Bl) is proved.

       'rheorem 2.5.

                    CSL c .Z'CSL(Bl) = .TCSL(B2) = ... = l7CSL(B.)

       Proof. We shall show that CSL c fCSL(Bl). From Definitions

2.l, 2.2, 2.9 and 2.11 CSL E ICSL(Bl) is apparent. Next we show that
                                'CSI] l fCSL(Bl). The set of all separable graphs is •nat included by

CSL from [1]. The interactive system of Table 2.16 generates all

separable graphs, and it is rCS(Bl) (an interactive system of mode Bl

and whose token systerns are context-sensitive). Therefore
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Table 2.I6 The fCS(Bl) which generates all separable graphs.

Interaction

function O

Productions

token system

of

o

lnteractton

function 1

Productions

token system

of

 1

(Bii)

 .

(Bt,)

 .

(c)
 .

(D)
 .

(D)
 .

(D)
 .

(ti)
 .

(t')
 .

(Et)
 •

(Ei)
 .

    s :.>
    .

    E =>
    - --

    Bu:.>
    .

Bi B':>
--
    Bit:>
    .

B Bi:>
--
    B :->
    .

    B'l>
    r

Ct AtE>
Jt
ct A :>
--
ct A:->
--
t' c :>
-t
t' c :.>

pm
Ei Aii>

E A=>
pt
t c:>
"-

Ai

Bi
'

B
.

Bt

Bt
.

B

Ci
.

c
.

c
.

c
.

c
.

t'

t'

E

E

t
.

E

Bii

.

Bt

Bii

.

Bi

A

A

ti
'

c

t

A

A

t
.

E

E

rw
t

t

(l)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(Bt, )

 .

(Bt,)

 .

(B)
 .

(c,)
 •

(Ci)
 .

(c')
 .

(E)
 '

(ti)
 .

    s :.>
    .

    Et :>
    .

    B !>
    .

    B :>
    .

    B":>
    .

C Bt:.>
pt
C E:>
D A =>
--
D A =>
--

A E'
-}
EB
Bt B
pa
B"
.

c
.

c" c

Ci, D

pt
C" A
--
c" t`
--

   (1')

   (2')

   (3t)

   (4')

   (5t)

   (6t)

   (7')

E' (st)
.

   (9t)
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                    cSL c -TCSL(Bl)

is proved. We shall explain moves of the interactive system of Tab!e

2.16 in Table 2.l7.

       Next we show -Z7CSL(Bi) = JCSL(Bi+1). From Definition 2.11

fCSL(Bi) E fesL(Bi+1) is apparent. So we show

                    -Z"CSL(Bl) -) .Z'CSL(Bi).

                                                              '

In order to prove this we shall show that'ICS(Bl) can simuiate -Z70S(Bi)

(an interactive system of mode Bi whose token systems are context--sen--

sitive). -ICS(Bi) is expressed by two sets of the rules of (2.9) as

shown in Table 2.16.

                    (-tl) t2 :'> t3 (2.9)

                    (ed') tX2 -=> t03 (2.10)

                    (Y') tX2 -=> t03i (2.11)

                    (xO) y+ :-> yX (2.12)

                    (xX) tOl -=> t+1 (2.13)

       Basically the rule of (2.9) is simulated by the rules of (2.10)-

(2.13) of fCS(Bl). If the rule of (2.9) belongs to token system IZ' o of

-Z-CS(Bi), then the rules of (2.10) and (2.11) belong token system To,

and the rules of (2.12) and (2.13) belong to token system Tl, and vice

versa. The rules of (2.13) fUl the role of checking whether token t                                                                     1
in (2.9) is contained in the token of the tol<,en system which contains
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Table 2.17 Moves

             '

   Applied

   productions

of the

Tokens

token

 interactive system of Table 2.

        . dw -tl ". tv,-.,' ", .' . -"tlp--ew

 of Applied Tokens
system O productions token

   . , le".t

16.

 of

system 1

1

2

5

3

4

6

6

7

8

8

9

(3)

(5,

(6,

(7)

(7)

7)

7)

E
ev----'t, '

s
.

A' E

At Bt B"

A' B' B' B"

pt--A' B' Br B
-----"-m-- - -

A' B' B' B
--F-=Th------ny -

A' B' B' B

A' B' BT B
    ''XS.H.. "' ' "'/ -

A' B' B' ct
pm"'  'rr. ./.7

A! B' C C'
-..ua-"t---l  ::Ns.I::.J:IT:;.. .-.

A' C C C'
- ft-xt. r/'"

A C C C
,"  ,  -., :---lar.7

1'

2'

3'

4v

5'

6'

7'

8'

    s
    .

    A
    .

    A
    .

    A
    .

    A
    .

    A
    .

    A
    .

    A
    .

    A
    .

    A
    .

    A
    .

E' A
--

Ei
.

EB
E Bi B
-+--t'-"-Hth`-t

E B' B"

E B' Bi,
e-H---.m... --nt-

E B' B"
e -----rH-'mrt

E Bt B"

E B' C
e. ---ny

E c ctt
tr -----.--di.-

D c't ct,
----rm---'v--t-'-"-

c" c" c"
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the rule of (2.9). We shall explain differences between (2.3) of

     .) and (2.9) 6f HZ-CS(B•)•fCS(A

       In the rule of (2.3) of .TCS(Ai), the. con.cept of a sub-token is

important. A sub-token has its center which defines correspondence

between tl and t2 in the rule of (2.3). But in the rule of (2.9),

tl, t2 and t3 are not sub-tokens, but tokens. In jrCS(Bi) there is

no correspondence between vertices of a token of token system To and

those of token system Tl. Therefore it is not necessary to express
                               'correspondence between tl and t2 in (2.9) which is expressed by a cen-

ter of a sub-token. So in (2.9) tl, t2 and t3 are tokens. And in

Table 2.l6 there is no mark of a center.

       In the rule of (2.13) tl is constructed with only tl of (2.9)

and xo (any ove vertex token whose label is superfixed with 'O'). tl

may contain xO. For any tl there is the rule of (2.13) which contains

the tr. And tl in (2.13) is the token which is obtained by changing

xO in t2 in (2.13) to x+. If the rule of (2.13) is Erpplied, then the

rules of (2. 10) and (2.11) are tried to apply when they know that they
                                                             '
are allowed to apply by seeing the vertex whose label is superfixed

with '+'. In the rules of (2.10) tX 2 i's any token which is constructed

with only t2 in (2.9) and xX (any one vertex token whose label is su-

perfixed with 'Å~'). t2 may contaiR cX. For any t2 there is the rule

of (2.10) which contains the tX 2. And tg in the rule of (2.10) is the

token which is obtained by changing xX in tX 2 to xO and t2 in tX 2 to t3

in the rule of (2.9). The rule of (2.i2) fills the role of handing

over a move to the other token system, when it is informed of applica-

tion of the rule of (2.10) by the vertex whose label is supersixed with
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'o'. The ruie of (2.ll) is the same as the rule of (2.10) except tgi.

tgi in the rule of (2.11) is obtained by changing the superfix 'o' of

tg in the rule of (2.IO) to 'Ol'. The rule of (2.ll) has the role of

requiring the other token system to perform an empty move (preserva--

tion of the token) which is defined in Definition 2.6. We shall later

show an example of changing the rule of (2.9) of ICS(B3) to the rules

of (2.10) and (2.i3).

       It is necessary to confirm that no productions can be applied

when an empty move is required by the rule of (2.11). To confirm

that no productions can be applied, the rules in Table 2.!8 or Table

2.l9 are necessary. If it is confirmed that no productions can be

applied to the token which is in token system To by the ru!es in Table

2.!s and Table 2.19, then a move is handed over to token system Tl,

and vice versa. We shall later explain Table 2.18 and Table 2.l9.

       The interactivesystem which is constructed from the rules of

(2.10)-(2.13) and in Tables 2.18 and 2.19 is of mode Bl. And it simu-

lates the moves of the original interactive system. Therefore -Z'CS(Bi)

can be simulated by fCS(Bl). Then we have

                    I-CiSL (B1) -) -rCSL (Bi) •

Therefore fCSL(Bl) " ICSL(Bi)

is apparent. So

                    .Z-CSL(Bi) = fCSL(Bi+1)

is proved.
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Tab le 2.18 Productions which confirms that no rules ean be applied.

lnteraction

function O

Productions of

token system O

Interaction

function 1

Productions

token system

of

1

  Å~(x )

(x+)

tOi :.> n.s.
 2

xOl !> x02

(A)

(B)

(xo!)

(n.s.)

(xO 1)

---bth-

t+ =>
  1-

 Å~x :>

 Å~
i!J

 1

wwew"--------

    (a)

n.s.

 Å~+x :> x

(b)

(c)

t.th-in-T"----'!-t"-m--r+----

Table 2.19 Rules which confirrns that no rules can be applied.

Interaction

function O

Productions

token,system

of

o

Interaction
function 1

Productions

token system

of

 1

  Å~(x )

(x')

tei :> n.s.
 2

         02 Ol    E> xx

(A)

(B)

(xO1)

(n.s.)

(XOi)

x

x

x

+

Å~

Å~

:> x
Å~

:-> n.s.

     +:> x

(a)

(b)

(c)

-
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       We shall show an example of changing the rules of (2.9) of

fCS(B3) to the rules of (2.10) and (2.13) of fCS(Bl).

   [Example 2.lo] If the rule of (2.9) of fCS(B3) is Fig. 2.7 (1),

then the rules of (2.10) of fCS(Bl) are Figs. 2.7 (2)-(7) and the rules

of (2.13) are Figs. 2.7 (8)-(18).

       We explain the rules in Tables 2.I8 and 2.19. In Tables 2.18 and

2.19, hect' expresses one vertex token whose lablel is superfixed with

'ctt , and rn. s.t does the token whose labels are the nonterminal sym-

bols which can not be rewritten, and tz9 expresses the token which is

constructed with only one vertex token ecct and t. which is in the rule
                                                z
                             c)tof (2.9). ti may contain x.

       Next we shall explain moves of the rule in Table 2.l8. First,

(a) in Table 2.18 is notified by the vertex whose label is superfixed

with 'Oi' that an empty move is required. Then (a) ln Table 2.18 is

tried to apply. If tl in the ruie of (2.9) exists in a token of token

system tl, then (a) in Table 2.18 is applied. If (a) is applied, then

(A) is tried to apply. rf t2 in the rules of (2.9) exists in a token

                     then (A) is applied. So the nontermial symbolsof token system T                 o'

which can not be rewritten are generated. If t2 in the rules of (2.9)

does not exist in a token of token system To, then there is no rules

whieh can be applied. So in token system Tl, (c) in Table 2.18 is

applied. Then (B) is applied. If (A) is applied, then (b) is ap-

plied. So in token system To and token system Tl the nonterminal syrn-

bol which can not be rewritten is generated in a token. Therefore the

interactive system can not generate an output. If (a) in Table 2.18
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A

B

(y')

(y')

(y')

(y')

(y')

(y')

  Å~
(.x )

  Å~(x )

  Å~(x )

  Å~(x )

Fig. 2.7

c
     B C:> B D C      - ------.--..M...-"--.-

      Å~o     B CI> B D C      ts-t

           Xo     B.-m-nv--.-C. =m> B.e-.D wtC

 - N - "-v --ww----h--t

 v B C:> a,B D C ---..-,-...rm,-m..-. --"- r' -H--"-A-- '.e'-.--"t

           Å~oB C x!> B D cc----nv

     B C=> B D C     Vt7.T..        '- ''t         xx
        o+    B.ic E> Blac

    Bo21>xc :> B'2-Xc

    B/iiiXce i> BAc'

              ot    ,2X,'X :-> ,21),,'X

Examples of productions transformed

         (partial)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

from -Z-CS ( B 3 )
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(xX)

B

A

c

x
o     A .x+

:>  ,,Z[X, (12)

 Å~(x )
B

A

x
o
:>

B

A Å~

x
+

(13)

c c

 Å~(x )
x

o

A

c :-> +
x

A

c
(l4)

(xX )
x

o

B

B

A x
+

B

c

:->
A

c
(]-5)

 Å~(x ) B

A

C !> B

A

o +

c

x

,.2/gl7X o A

x

.x
+

(16)

 Å~(x ) :>
B c

+

(17)

 Å~(x )
B

A x
o

:> BiYC x
(18)

Fig. 2.7 Continued.
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 is not applied, then (B) is applied. (B) notifies that this check

ends by the vertex whose label is superfixed with '02'.

       In Table 2.19 (a) is applied when it is tried to apply. Other

rules in Table 2.19 are the same as them in Table 2.18.

       Proposition 2.5.

                          .) I CSL                    -TCFL (B
                         z-

       Proof. Ezawa [14] shows that CSL includes the set of all com--

plete graphs. In any fCF(Bi) (an interactive system of mode Bi whose

token systems are context-free) token system To is a context-free web

grammar system, therefore it can not generate all complete graphs.

So fCFL(Bi) 2 CSZ) is apparent.

                                                       '
       We shall show a relation between rCSL(B.) and fCFZ)(B.)
                                             zz

       Proposition 2.6.

                    fCSL(Bl) D fCl7L(Bi)

       ProoE. F.rom Definitt ons 2.8, 2.9 and 2.U fCSL(Bi) 2 .TCFL(Bi)

is apparent. From }'roposition 2.5 and Theorem 2.5 we have this prop-

osition.

2.6

whose

Relations between Interactive Systems of mode

  We shall show relations between interactive

 token systems are context-free and those of

 A and those of mode B

 systems of mode A

mode B whose token
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systems are context-free.

       Theorem 2.6

                    fCFL(Bi) 2 fCFL(A3)

       PToof. To prove this theorem we show that ICF(A3) can generate

only the graphs such as of Fig. 2.8, and fCl7(B.) can not do. On Table
                                               z
2.20 there is XCI7(A3) which generates only the graphs such as of Fig.

2.8. To generate oniy the graphs such as of Fig. 2.8, an inteyactive

system must know that all the paths from the root to leeves are same

length. But in rCF(Bi), each token systems can not know the connec-

tion among vertices. Therefore fCl7(Bi) can not generate only the

graphs such as of Fig. 2.8. So we have this theorem.

       We show an example of moves of the interactive system of Table

2.20. In Table 2.21 we show moves of the interactive system.

       We shall show relations between interactive systems of mode A

whose token systems are context-sensitive and them of mode B whose

token systems are context-sensitive•.

       Theorem 2.7

                    .TCSL(Al) tt .Z"CSL(Bi)

       Proof. We shall prove this theorem by showing that the moves

of fcS(B!) can be simulated by moves of TCS(A2)•

                     (X) t2 :-> t3 (2.14)
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Table 2.20 The fCF(A3) which generates the graphs as in Fig. 2.8.

Interaction

function O

Productions

token system

of

o

interaction

function 1

Productions

token system

of

1

       A
       e
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.
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213
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.
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.

d
.

D
.

D'
t

Dt
.

Dts

.

CBC213

B

3

c

c   (i)
7

6

(ii)

(iii )

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

( vii )

( viii )

(iX)

(Å~)

(xi)

( xii )

(xiii)

( xiv )

Ai
.

d
e

Bt
.

c'
.

B i,

.

Au
.

d
.

D
e

Di
.

D i,

.

B
.

B
.

A
.

s
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.

A
  I>.

A
  :->

.

B
  :->

-

c
  :->

.

c,  I>.

Ai
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.

Aii
  :->

.

At,
  i>.

Bti
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c ,,

  i>.

Di,
  :->

.

Di  :->
.

A"  i>.

C B A
42l
C5
At
.

d
.

Bt
.
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.

Cii B,t CH

213
A i,

.

d
.

D
.

Dt
.

Du
.

CBC213
B
.

A
.

B

3

  c (i')
  7

C6
 ( iii )

 ( iii' )

 ( ivi )

 (v)

 ( vi, )

 ( vii' )

 ( viii` )

 (ixl )

 (Å~, )

 ( xi, )

 ( xiit )

 ( Xiiii )

 (xiv )
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                    (x) z-t2 :> g-t3 (2.15)

                    (Xy) g-t2 :> g-t3 (2.16)

                    (x-y) a-t2 :> z-t3 (2.17)

-Z'CS(Bl) is expressed by two sets of the rules of (2.14). The rule of

(2.14) of rCS(Bl) is simulated by the rules of (2.15)--(2.l7) of fCS(A2).

If the rule of (2.14) ' of rCS(Bl) belongs to token system To, then the

rules of (2.15)-(2.17) belongs to token system To of fCS(A2), and vice

versa. In the rules of (2.14) and (2.15) 'x' is one vertex token.

In (2.15)-(2.17) g-t2 is any sub-token whidh is constructed with only

t2 in the rule of (2.14) and g (any one vertex token), and whose center

is 2. t2 may contain z. In (2.15)-(2.17) g-t3 is the sub--token

which is obtained by changing t2 in z-t2 to t3 in the rule of (2.14).

In the rule of (2.16) 'x y' expresses the sub-token "x y" whose center
                                                     --
is y. y expresses any label. We shall later show an example of

changing the rules of (2.14) of l-CS(Bl) to the rules of (2.15)-(2.17)

of fCS(A2). jrCS(Bl) can be simulated by JCS(A2). Therefore '

i'CSL(A2) ? JCSL(B? ls apparent. So from Theroreni 2.2 and Theorem 2.4

we have -TCSL(Al) .) rCSL(Ba)•

       We shall show aR example of changing the rules of (2.14) to the

rules of (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17).

   [Example 2.il] If the rule of (2.l4) of .TCS(Bl) has the form of

Fig. 2.9 (a), then the rules of (2.15) of -TCS(A2) which simulates the

.Z'CS(Bl) are Figs.2.9 (b)-(g); the rules of (2.16) of the rZ-C'S(A2) are
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Figs. 2.9 (h)-(j); the rules of (2.Z7) of the ILCS(A2) are Figs. 2.9 (k)-

(m). In Fig. 2.9 the rules of (2.16) of the fCS(A2) which correspond

to the rules of Figs. 2.9 (d)-(f) of (2.15) are omitted and the rules of

(2.17) of the -rCS(A2) whic,h coTrespond to the rules of Figs. 2.9 (d)--

(f) of (2.15) are omitted.

                                                           '

2.7 Relations among Interactive Systems which are constructed with

     two kinds o.f Token Systems

       We shall show relattons among Å}nteracttve systems of mode A.

An interactive systern of mode A which is constructed with a context-

free token systern To and a context--sensitive token system Tl is ex-

pressed with 1-CFS(Ai'). we express the family of the sets of outputs

of fCFS(Aa) with fCFSL(Ai). With -TaSF(Ai) we express an interactive

system of mode Aa which is constructed with a context-sensitive token

systern To and a context-free token system IZ' l. The family of the sets

of outputs of -l-CSF(Ai) is expressed with .rCSFL(Ai).

       Theorem 2.8

                    fCSL(Al) 2 fCSI7L(Ai) ) fCFL(Ai)

                (2.18) is apparent from Theorem 2.2.       Proof.

                    feSL(Al) -D rCSZ7L(Ai) -) ICFL(Az) ' (2.18)

                    rCSFL(A .) t fCFL(A .) (2.l9)                           zz

fCSi?L(Ai) includes the set of all complete graphs, and J-CRL(Ai) does
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not inc!ude the set of ail complete graphs. Therefore (2.19) is ap-

parent. So vae have this theorem.
'

       Theorem 2.9

                     fCSL(Ai) ) fCFSL(Ai) 2 fCFL(Ai)

                 (2.20) is apparent from Theorem 2.2 and Definition 2.IQ•       Proof.

                    ICSL(Al) .). fCFSL(Ai) or) ICZ7L(Ai) (2.20)

                    fCSL (Al) S TCFSL(Ai) (2.21)

JCSL(Al) includes the set of all complete graphs, and fCPSL(Ai) does

not include the set of all complete graphs. Therefore (2.21) is ap-

arent. So we have this theorem.

                                                   '
       We shall show relations among interaetive systems of mode B.

An interactive system of mode Bi which is constructed with a context-

free token system To and a context-sensitive token system Tl is ex-

pressed with .TCFS(Bi), and fCFSL(Bi) expresses the family of the sets

of outputs of Z-CFS(Bi). An interactive system of mode Bi which is

constructed with a context-sensitive token system To and a. context-

free token systern Tl is expressed with fCSI7(Bi), and leSFL(Bi) ex-

presses the farnily of the sets•'of outputs of rCSF(Bi).

       Theo'rem 2.10

                    fCSL(Bl) p fCFSL(Bi) R XCI7L(Bi)

       Proof. (2.22) is apparent from Theorem 2.4 and Definition 2.11.

                    -ZLCSL(Bl) -) fCPSL(Bi) 2 -Z-CFTL(Bi) (2.22)
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                    -Z'CSL (Bl) ; FZTCP'SL (Ba) (2.23)

JCSL(Bl) includes the set of all compiete graphs, and ITCFSL(Bi) does

not include the set of all complete graphs. Therefore (2.23) is ap-

parent. So we have this theorem.

       Theorem 2.1!

                    -l'CSL(Bl) -D. .Z-CSIJTL(Bi) ) fCEL(Bi)

       Proof. (2.24) is apparent frorn Theorem 2.4 and Definition 2.11.

                    feSL(Bl) or) -Z-CSFTL(Bi) 2 1CEL(Bi) (2.24)

                           .) i"Z"CRL (B .) (2. 25)                    -leSZ;TL ( B
                          zz

       .) includes the set of all complete graphs, and fCFL(B.) does-Z'CSI7L ( B

not include the set of all complete graphs. Therefore (2.25) is ap-

parent. So this theorem is proved.

       Proposition 2.7

                    -Z'CRSL(Al) c- .Z"CFSL(A2) c- ... E -Z'CFSL(A.)

                    fCSFL(A? c- fCSFL(A2) c- ... -c fCS17L(A.)

       Proof. From Definition 2.10 an interactive system of mode A.
                                                                   z
is also of mode Ai+1. Therefore this proposition is apparent.

       Proposition 2.8

                    JTeFSL(Bl) E -Z"CFSL(B2) -c ... E fCIFSL(B. .)
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                   .I'CSFL(Bi) "c fOSFL(B2) E ••• E fCSFL(B.)

                                                    .t
       Proof. From Definition 2.11 an interactive system of mode B.
                                                                 z

is also of mode Bt+1. Therefore this proposition is'  apparent.

       Proposition 2.9

                          .) # -Z-CSFIL (A .)                   I'CFrSL (A
                          z- g

                          .) b -Z-CtSITL(B.)                   fCFSL (B
                          z-g

       Proof. -rCSFL(Ag.) includes the set of all complete graphs, and

fCFSL(Ai) does not. fCSFL(BJ•) includes the set of all complete graphs

and .TCFSL(Bi) does not. Therefore we have this proposition.

       Proposition 2.10

                   fCSFL (A .) ) CSL i)3
                         z

                   JCFSL(Ai) ,2g CSL i)3

       Proof. From Theorem 2.3 fCFL(Ai) S CSI), and CSL c- fCSPL(Ai)

is apparent. LICFSL(A.) can not generate all complete graphs so
                     z
CSL e ICFSL(A.) is apparent. So we have this proposition.
    -z
       Proposition 2.11

                   .Z-CliTSL(B.) JzS CSL
                         z-

                          .) D CSL                   -Z-C'SRL ( B
                         z-

       Proof. rCZ7SL(B.) can not generate all complete graphs so
                      z
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fCZ7SL(Ba) -b CSL is apparent.

have this propositiQn.

fCSFL(Bi) D CSL is apparent. So we

2.8 Conclusion

       We have proposed a new formal systern which models a system that

is constructed with two sub-systems interacting each other, and defined

two kinds of interaction functions: mode A and mode B. Then we have

constructed 8 kinds of interactive systems: fCS(Ai), lrCSI.7(Ai), -I"CFS(Ai),

fCF(Ai), rCS(Bi), ICSI7(Bi), fel7S(Ba) and rCl7(Bi).

       We have studied the abilities of interactive systems. From

Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 we may say as follows. If the abilities of token

systems which are parts of an interactive system are high, then the

abilities of the interactive systems do not depend on the comple.xi.ties:

of interaction functions. In the real world, by exchanges of simple

informations high-able one can keep in enough communication. We show

results of this chapter in Fig. 2.IO. As shown in Fig. 2.IO, it has

been shown that the well known quotation from Homer's

              '
Iliad: "]x)o hends ar7e bette" than one."

is true for formal systems, too.

                    '
And it is has been shown that inerease of ability from CF to CS has

difference in quality from increase of ability from CF to -Z-CF(Ai).

So we may say that for modelling systems which is constructed with sub•-

systems interacting each other interaction is an important element and

it is difficult to model a system which has interaction by a formal
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model which represents no interaction.

       For the future? we will investigate relations between -Z-CFSL(Ai)

and fCFL(Aa), and between +Z'CFSL(Bi) and fCZ7L(Ba). In this chapter we

have shown the relations, but they have not been shown whether rCF(A.)
                                                                   z
ts equal to rcFSL(Ai) or not, and whether ICI7(Bi) is equal to f(71?SL(Bi)

or not. And we will investigate relations between fCFSL(Ai) and

fCFSL(Aa+1), and reXations between ICSFL(Ai) and fCSFL(Ai+1), and etc..

Investigating those relations we may construct bases for comparing

complexities of many problems.

       In next chapter we will propose a new production system which

is constructed by extending descriptive power of the interactive sys--

tems of mode B..
              z
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               CHAPTER 3

Interactive Graph Production System

3.1 Introduction
                                  '
       Since production systems (PS) were first proposed by Post [34]

as a general computational mechanism, the methodology has seen a great

deal of development and has been applied to a diverse collection of

problems. A production system may be viewed as consisting of three com--

ponents: a set of rules, a data base, and an interpreter for the rules.

In the simplest design, a rule is an ordered pair of symbol strings,

with a left and right hand side, the rule set has a predetermind total

ordering; and the data base is simply a collection of symbols.

       Throughout much of the work reported, there appears to be two rna-

jor views of PSs, as characterized on one hand by the psychological

modelling efforts (PSG, PAS ll, VIS, etc.) [27, 29] and on the bther

by the performance oriented, knowledge-based expert systems (e.g.

}(YCIN, DENDRAL) [l3, 18]. For the psychological modellers, production

rules offer a clear, formal, and powerful way of expressing basic sym-

bol processing acts, which form the primitives of information process--

ing psychology. For the designer of knowledge-based systems, produc--

tion rules effer a representation'of knowledge that is relativel/Y 'eas-

ily accessed and modified, making it quite useful for systems designed

for incremental apploaches to competence.
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       Now we have trend to apply PSs to more and more complex problems.

Those problems need more complex knowledge-bases. For instance, the

DENDRAL system uses a literal pattern match, but its patterns are

graphs representing chemlcal c}asses. For expressing complex situa-

tions graphs are better than collections of literals for human under-

standability. In many cases graphs are used for deseribing situations,

and we see many usages of graphs for explanations while collections of

assertions are used for an internal representation of a system. So we

want to construct a PS which treats not symbol strings or collections

of assertions, but graphs.
                                                '       In complex problems we flnd two situations interacting each

other. For instance, in a problem solving for controlling a robot we

find a robot and its environment interacting each other. We think

that it is better than a descr'iption by a single situation which repre-

sents the robot and its environment, to describe the world by the set

of two sub-situations: one represents the robot and the other does its

environinent; and changes of. the world by interactive changes of two

sub-sttautions. So we want to coRstruct a PS which can express sys-
                                               '
tems that interact each other also.

       I.n this chaptzer we will propose a new graph production system

that has interactions called Interactive Graph Production Systern (IGPS).

IGPS represents a situation by a set of two labelled directed graphs

and changes of situations by rewriting rules of graphs. So we will

construct IGPS based on the graph grammar system which is discussed in

chapter 2. In this chapter we will first describe definitions of IGPS,

next show some examples of IGPSs for making obvious the method of de--
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scriptions and moves, and then discuss execution of IGPS.

                     '
3.2 Interactive Graph Production System

       rn this section we will describe definitions of rntepaetive

Gioaph P?ocZuetion System (IGPS). An IGPS is constructed by two la-

belled directed graphs and two sets of production rules which control

interactions and changing of situations.

3.2.l Situations of !GPS

       A situation of' an IGPS is represented by a tuple,

                    ( Oo , Ul ),

where, Oo and Ul are sub-situations which are described by labelled d

rected graphs. More formally, a sub-situation ui is represented by

3-tuple,

                    ( Ala , Li ) Ea ),

where, Ali is a set of nodes, Li is a function: IVi + a set of labels;

and Ea is a set of edges and is included by ZVi Å~ Na •

                              '
                   Here we show an example of a sub--situation.   [Example 3.1]

       Let IV•={ l, 2, 3},
                      z

                     L.(1) = he ,
                      t

                     L.(2) = is ,
                      z
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                    L.(3) = diligent ,
                     z

           'and Ei ={ (1, 2), (2, 3) }.

Then a s.ub-situation (iVi, Li, Ei) is the graph of Fig. 3.1.

3.2.2 Structure of an Interactive Graph Production System

       An IGPS is a 7--tuple:
                             '

                    sl (C, V, R, io, il, Po, Pl)'

where, C is a set of labels of sub-situations, V is a set of variables

                                                     Cwhose ranges are sub-sets of C, R is a function: V . 2 ; which defines

the ranges of variabies, io and A are two finite initial sub-situa-

tions whose sets of labels are C, and Po and I) 1 are sets of productions

which are applted to two sub-situations: go and Ul respectively.

       In this thesis we wiil describe elements of a by strings of low-

er case latters and elements of R by strings of upper case letters.

3.2.3 Variables

       An elernent of V is vi, whose range is R(vi) c C. The variable

v. can have a val.ue of an element of R(V.).

   [Example 3.2] Here we show an exarnple of a variable.

       Let C={ station, school, boy, giri },

                    V ) PLACE                              '

and, R(PLACE) ={station, schooi }.
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Then the value of 'PLACEt can be 'station' or 'school', and it can not

be 'girl' or 'boy'.

                '
3.2.4 Productions

       We describe a production of Pe or Pl by the form:

                   ( Gl ) G2 :- > a 3 ,

where, Gl is a lebelled directed graph whose IAXII is a non-negative in--

tegerFand the set of labels i,s CuV, G2 is a labelled directed graph

whose IA121 is a natural number and the set of labels is CuV, and G3 is

a labelled directed graph whose set of labels is CuVu{nul.1} and satisny-

fies conditions listed below.

                                            '
                    N3 ) N2 and E3 ) E2 ,

and any n3EAI3;L3(n3)(V;
there exists n2 or nl : n2 E A12 and L2(n2) =L3(n3),

andlor niE AIi and Ll(nl) =L3(n3)•
                                                         '
       At an application of a production each variable has one value.

When two labelled directed graphs are compared, a variable v and a con-

stant e are compatible if the value of v is e.

   [Example 3.3] We show an example of a production in Fig. 3.2. In
                                                            '
this example C, Y and R of the IGPS are same as those in Example 3.2.
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3.2.5 Effect of an application of a production

       Let a situation of an IGPS be ((Jo, %), and let a production Pio•:

(Gl) G2 i> G3; be included in Pi (a"O, 1). [Ihen the production pig.
                     'may be qpplied, if under two conditions are satisfieg.

   [Condition 3.i] Let O be Ul-a , and let G be Gl, then Condition

3.].' is satisfied. If G is an empty graph, then this condition is sat--

isfied.

   [Condition 3.1']

Let, ff =( Al, L, E),
          .then there exists IV'cN: (IV', L, EnA7'*Al') and G are compatible.

       When CondÅ}tion 3.l is satisfied, the productlon pop. can be ap-

plied if Condition 3.2 ls satisfied.

   [Condition 3.2] Let G7' be. a graph which is made by rewriting la-
                          L
                                                   to the value of thebels of C which are elements of V and used in G                                                1'         2
variable. Let o be cri and G be G2', then Condition 3.l' is satisfied.

       If a production which satisfies Condition 3.l and Condition 3.2

                                        'is applied, then a sub-graph oS % which matches G2 is rewritten to GL3'.

Here G3' is a graph which is made by rewritiRg labels which are ele-

ments of V to the value of the label.

       In an IGPS, productions have structure which is described in

3.2.4, so deleting of nodes or edge is not available. But Å}n an IGI?S

the special label 'null' expresses that the node wUl be not rewritten

nor referred. So an IGPS interpreter can delete a nodG whose label is
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null and edges which connect the node, there are no defferences in

moves of the IGPS.

   [Example 3.4] We show an example of a production and its applica-

tion in Fig. 3.3. In this example,

                                                '
             C = { monkey, at, Placel, place2, box, move },

                 Y = { PLACEX, PLACEY },

and R(PLACEX) =R(PLACEY) ={ placel, place2 }.

                                 ooWhen a situation of the IGPS is (cro, al) of Fig. 3.3, if production-l

of Fig. 3.3 is an element of Po of the IGPS, then in produÅëtion-l

PLACEX's value is place2 and ?LACEY's value is placel, and the produc-

tion satisfies Condition 3.1 and Condition 3.2, so the production ean

be applied to ooO. If the production is applied to goO, then a situa-

                                IOtion of the IGPS becomes to be (o                                o, Ul) Of Fig• 3•3• And production-2

of Fig. 3.3 has the same effect of deleting of the graph.

3.2.6 Moves of an IGPS

       One move of an IGPS is constructed with two sub--moves. When a

situation of an iGps is (ug, u9)s one sub-move is an appiication of

an element of Po to og, or preservation of ug when no elements of Po

can not be appiied to og. Let the resuit be (o8, u9). Next one sub-

                                              oomove is an application of an element of Pl to al, or preservation of al

                                             owhen no elements of Pl can not be applied to ul. Let the result be

  11(OO, OI)'
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3.3 Some examples of IGPS

       In this section we show some examples of IGPS for making obvious

the structure of an IGPS and the moves of an IGPS.

       '
3.3.1 The three coin problefn

       Here we show the three coin problem of Jackson [21].

       Problem. Given three coins initially HHT (i.e., heads, heads,

tails), in exactly three moves make all coins show the same face.

A move consists of filpping a coin over.

   '       We show below elements of an IGPS which describes the three coin

probiem ancl chunl<s of knowledge for solving the problem.

    C = { start, cont, flip, end, coinl, coin2, coin3, inc, countO,

          countl, count2, count3, head, tail, op, counter },

    V = { COINX, COINY, COINZ, CONT, STATEX, STATEY,

          COUNTALL, COUNTNEXT, STATE, COUNT },

   J?(COINX) = R(COINY) = R(COINZ) = { coinl, coin2, coin3 },

               R(CONT) ={ cont, end },

   R(STATEX) : R(STATEY) = R(STATE) = { head, tail },

     R(COUNTALL) == { countO, countl, count2, count3 },

      R(COUNTNEXT) = { countl, eount2, count3 },

           R(COUNT) = { countO, countl },

    .   Zo = start -> cont ,
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    --    zl = mc + countO + countl inc + countl " count2

         inc + count2 + count3 head " op -)F tail

         colnl ÅÄ head coin2 -+ head coin3 + tail

         counter -y countO .

In Figs. 3.4 and 3.5, Po and Pl are shown.

       In this IGPS the sub-situation Ol which is initially al ex-

presses a situation of coins, and the sub-situation ao which is ini-

tially ao expresses a situation of a process of solving. Productions

of Po generate moves which fit for the situation with referring a sub-

situation Ol by el of:.a.rule for gett/ing knowledges of coins' situat,ion

and how many times the move is. A production of Pl expresses the move

which is generated by Po. In il "inc ÅÄ countO -+ countl" expresses the

move otr- a counter. Aiid trhead "e op -> tailtt expresses that rheadt and

'tail' are oppositQ faces of each other.

  ' In Table 3.1, we show changes of a sub-situation oo of the IGPS.

And in Table 3.2, changes of a sub-situatioR ul of the IGPS are shown.

In Table 3.2 we omit parts which do not change for making short.

3.3.2 Monkeylbanana problem

       The familiar monkey and banana problern is formulated as an IGPS.

In three coin problem, that IGPS always generates correct answers, but

here, the IGPS expresses a process of monkey's trial and error process.

In the IGPS, monkey does not want to do a move which can not be carried

Qut. And if monkey can take banana, he must take it. We show ele-

                                                         'ments of the IGPS below.
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(coINx---ny•i),sTA[rE

(

      Fi g.

CO1NlleSTATE

COINX--),SrrATE COIbfY-i)bS'!'ATE

            'counter-i>count2

13.4 Z' o of the IGPS w

counte r9 COUNT)

COINZ     )

hlch

cont

cont

repr'Gs' entis the three

!> filp•--pcont
     e
    CO!NX

=-> fltp->end
     Q
    COINZ

coin probl.em.

(
il i ip --=) co I Nrx

s
CO N• T

F 'i. ES .3 .5

   co1NX-----})k$TATEX STtXTF.X<--d-op----ipSTATEY counteT---ipFCOUNTALL
)

           inc -----i, COVNTALL ---i> COUNTNEX Ir

    r`> cO'INx----i>STATEY STATEXAe----op-ti-i>STATEY

            counter---)COUNTNEXT tnc-r)pCOUNTALL-COUNTNEXT

        '
  Pl o,f the IIGPS which represents the three coin problem.
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Tabie 3.1 Process of changing of g    o'

applied production uo

of

which is the result of

the production

application

production-1

production-1

production-2

start

start

start

+ flip ÅÄ cont
    •
  eoinl

+ flip + flip +

    ""  eoinl coinl

- flip . flip +

    ++  coinl coinl

cont

flip +
  "
coin3

end

Table 3.2 Process of changing of al.

value of 'CO'INX' al

of

which is the result

the production

of application

coinl

coinl

cotn3

coinl

coinl

coinl

+ tail

+ head

+ head

coin2

coin2

coin2

+ head

+ head

ÅÄ head

coin3

co in3

coin3

-. tail

+ tail

+ head
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    C = { mky, box, ban, placel, place2, plaee3, at, over, on, has,

           move, push, climb, take, start, cont, cont', end },

           Y = { PLACEX, PLACEY, DO, DOX },

    R(PLACEX) == R(PLACEY) := { placei, place2, place3 },

        R(DO) = { climb, take, push, rnove, start },

          R(DOX) = { push, rnove }.

                                            '
io and al of the IGPS are shown in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 respectively.

Po and Z' 1 of the IGPS are shown in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 respectively.

We show sub-situations uo and al iR Table 3.3 and iTable 3.4 respeetive-

ly. A process of monkey's trial and error is shown in Table 3.3 by

productiofls which can be applied simultaneously. In this IGPS, how to

select a productÅ}on is not represented, so selection of a production is

a problem for an IGPS interpreter. Monkey who is expressed in this

IGPS does trial and error, but he can recognize what move is not neces--p
   J                                                                 '
sary. This ability is represented by production W in Fig. 3.8.

 /.

3.3.3 Block world manipulations problem

       As a final example, we demonstrate that an IGPS can describe the

block world probiem studied by Tate [40]. The intent- is to describe
                                                              '                                       '
the staeking and unstacking of cubic blocks of uniform size on a flat

                      '
surface such as a table, and a process of the solution. i

       In this problem the robot can do only one kind of manipulation

which is shown in Fig. 3.8. The IGPS which will be shown below de-
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       ( ) cont E> move--->cont                                                          e
                                                        PLACEY (I)

                                                                     !(rnky-->at--)Pl;iA<CEX<?--over-ban) cont :-> cMmb-•-->cont

            at<f--box (ll)
                                                        '

(tnky-at-PLACEX(---at<i----box) COnt :-> PU 4S,h->COnt

                                                         PLACEY (III)
                        '

                                                     tt( mky- on -r)box --l> at -• >PLAC EX <--- over <e- ban ) cont :.>                                                         't ake - cont

                                                                  ( IV)

(mky--- >has-----)ban) eont' E> end (v) .

       ( ) bo-Dxx--)Dex E•> Do ;1.:gu"ii>;bex

                                         PLACEX PLACF.Y null PI.ACEY
                                                                  (v[)

                  of the IGPS which represents the monkey and tbanana problem.     Fig. 3.6 P                o
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(

(

(

MWVe---)cont )

PLACEY

P U"St h-----i> cont )

PLACEY

climb-cont' )

take--..>cont' )

     Fig. 3•7 Pl of

            niky---)at-->PLACEX E> mky---)null-PLACEX a,)
                       PLACEY Å~XS>>at•--) PLACEY

                                 mky--- >nu1l•---)PLACEX- nu11-b mky-at--S>PLACEX<----at-boÅ~
            pi,.AcEy i'> Å~Å~') >a t- pLAcEy<---ny•at                                                           /

                                                          (E')

                    mky box E> mky box(----on
                                   V (mt)

niky --> on --i>box -•-S>at ----i> PLACEX<r-- ove r<- ban

                                                          (Iv t)
    .--'> mkM -- >on -- >box ---)atBPLACEX <;-- over-ban

the ICPS which

       Nhas

represents the monkey and banana prob1em.

ox

D biocK

I lplace
ilil
Fig. 3.8 [the

f-"-"-"'-", p lac e

lllt)Ile
manipulation

 =>

.m

   r-'--ww't

   tt   ll   II   II   li

the block

place

 world.

M block

l ;place
1;ltItII
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Table 3.3 Process of changing of o
o

.

applied productj.en uo

of

which i.s the re.suZt

the pt'oduct.i.on

of appliaation

start.-i)corlt

I s tar t ---•) ni (ive ---) cont

      place3

I startD ru sve ---)in3ve ---)eont

      place3 piace2

va. (I)    /---s"start-> nu]. ]. --) tnove -) cont
"

nul!
•

place2

M (I) start --) move --l> push ----) cont

        l vl
     p!ace2 piacel

I.if (I) start--b- inove --) push --

        le
     Piace2             placel

N

"push --) cent
  e
 place3

ViL (I, m)                      Nstart---"> inove•--->nui1---) )ush9cont
      piSce2 n)I(ii pial/ce3

,

ll (I, m)  start---> move ---->- push ---) ei1mb --->cont

         ee
•• place2 place3

rv s t a r t -> rn 3v e ---), pgs h ••-- >

             place3     place2

c Mmb ---> take --)Fcont

. V (IV) start---> move-push-c1 imb --l> take-ead
        "t
     piace2 place3
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Table 3.4 Process of changing of o                           1'

applied production Ulr which is the resul of application of the production

I

x

'

'

ll

IEI[

t

'

mky---)h at ---) placel box ----) at ----> place2 ban-over --i>place3

mky-at--) plac, e3 <e•--- over <l--- ban box --i>at --->place2 placei

ban --) overbplace3 rnky --) at --- >place2<f-- at <i--box placei

   '
baa--l>over--l>place3 mky-->at---)p1ace1<e---at(--•box p1ace2

baTi"')OVer-p1 3cte211igo:t-mky piacel place2

m'

W'

ban----)over----)piaf;cfl2S ;:IIS :g/l-On

has --> ban--) over-- >p ace3

     mky---- a t

on-boxDat

placel

place2

placel place2
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scribes a world where there are four blocks and three places where the

robot can stack the blocks. But the IGPS can easily describe n blocks

and m places problem by a little alteration. We show the IGPS which

describes the block world problem below.

     C = { blocka, blockb, blockc, blockd, floorl, floor2, floor3,

           on, start, start', cont, end, tgoal, tgoalSc, ct, net,

           clean, scont, send, put },

     V = { PLACEX, PLACEY, PLACEZ, PIACEW, BLOCKX, BLeCKY,

           BLOCKZ, BLOCKX },

     R(PLACEX) : R(PLACEY) =: R(PLACEZ) = R(PLACEW)

     = { floorl, floor2, floor3, blocka, blobkb, blockc, blockd },

     R(BLOCKX) =.R(BLOCKY) = R(BLOCKZ)

            = { blocka, blockb, blockc, b!ockd },

     R(FLOORX) = { floorl, floor2, floor3 }.

And ao and 1 of the IGPS are shown in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 respec-

tively, and Po and Pl of the IGPS are shown in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10

respectively.

       We show the initial situation and the final situation of the
                         .block world problem in Fig. 3.11. The' final situation is the objec-

tive of this problem. In this IGPS the initial situation of the block

                      --world is described in zl, and the final situation ts described in Zo.

In this IGPS " X + on <- Y " expresses that Y is on X.

       Next we explain productions of Po of this IGPS. We show pic-
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toria4L representation of situations of C,1 of. Po of the IGPS which rep--

resents the bloek world problem for maklng obvious the situations

where each ptoduction is permitted to apply in Fig. 3.,12. Production.1
                               '
of Po decides the first sub-goal. Production 2 decides that the sub-

goal is attained. Production 3 decides a new sub-goal when an old

sub-goal is attained. Production 4 generates a necessary move for

attaining a sub-goal. Productions 5 and 6 generate necessary condi-

tions for reaching a sub-goal when the sub-goal can not be attained

directly. Production 7 confirms that the necessary conditions which
                                     'are generated by productions 5 and 6 are enough. Production 8 gener--

ates necessary conditions which are needed for satisfying the necessary

conditÅ}ons generated yet when the conditions can not be satisfied di-

rectly. IJroductions 9 and 12 generate moves for satisfying the nec-

essary conditions genGrated yet. Production 10 deletes the necessary

conditions which are satisfied by a side effect of an application of

other productions. Production 11 confirms that all necessary condi-

tions for application of production 4 are satisfied.

       [Irhe production of Pl in Fig. 3.10 expresses the only one move

of the robot in the block world, which is the transference of a block

             'which is clear-top.
                                           '
       We show sequences of sub-situation ao and Ul in Table 3.6 and

Table 3.7 respectively. We show the productions whidh can be applied

but are not applied ln the column of applied production by parenthe-

sized.
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(

           ( ) FLOORX<Ei----on(----BLOCKX start'
                                     5> FLeORX<l--onfe--B'LOCKX ' start.-•i>contt
                                                •"
                                                 tgoal (I)

PLACEX-on-BLOCKY->ct ) PLACEX-on<-•-BOLCKY--->ct cont
                                             e•
                                           tgoal

                                     :'> PLACEX-on"(---•BLOCKY•->ct end
                                                  •
                                                 null (ll)

        ( pt.Act:x-on<--•-BLocKy ) m.AcEx`li--on-BLocKy-on<e----•BLocKz
                                             •
                                           tgoal

                                    :-> PLACEX<i--oneBLOCKY4--on<F--BLOCKZ
                                         ' nu"n tgloai (m)

       (i'Lt,Xs,CEX BLO,iC,'KY--ww)On-'">PLACme ) PLACEX-oln,eBLOCKY eont

          ct ct tgoal
                          :'> PLACN.X<5•---on-BLOCKY put-li)BLOCKY-on------l>PLACEX
                                       ww
                                                     cont ([IV)                                      tgoa1

   (l'I.Aci•].x--->nct BLOCKY---)on--)PLACEZ) PLACEX<----clnL(---BLOCKY

                                                 tgoal

                                        E> pLAcEx<F--Åén--BLOCKy

                                                    tgoa1* --->c1ean-PLACEÅ~
                                                              e
                                                             scont

                                                             cl"ean-->BLOCKY

                                                             scont (V)

                                                                  '
         Fig. 3.9 Z)o oÅí the IGPS which represents the block

                  manipulations problem. (partial)

                             '
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(

(

     (p LAcEx ---l>ct) pijl>!el aExn •-- >scont. 2"> pki"ce 2.l-Send (v[)

(pl.ACEXG--on<e---BLOCKY) clean9seont !> clean---)clean-ny--)scont
                             et                                                      w
            ' PLACEX PI.ACEX BLOCKY (VII)
                   '
                                                     send<Fny-"clean cont iiACEZ----)nct PLACEY----l>ct send-ciean<F-clean                           ) ww e
 I}1.ACFW----l>ct BLOCKX----E>ct                                    BLOCKX PLACEZ PLACEY

                               :'> nu!K-seend<-clwean send(--clttan p"ut---)cont

                                          nu11                                                PLACEZ PLACEY BLOCKX
                                                                      e
                                                                      on--i>PLACEW
                                                                        ( v[[r- )

 ( PLACIIZ--)ct ) sendecZean<?•--Lcleau seltd<-F-clean
                                  "Åë                          "
                        BLOCK.X PLACEZ PLACEY

                         in> nuilese,s,nd4Qr--bny--cl,t•,ean send-cleanePLAcEy

                                    nuli PLACEz (IX)
                                                      '

                          '
( ) s.:end<lr---•ci iim6----tgoalVc--•)cl}ean--S>send .":> nul1`----•ntt/11-tgoal-nu"xl1-----)h,n"U

                                                                    auil (X)             PLACE].X PLACEY null
                                                        '

 isi.oc}cx--->ct PLAC}iY----l>nÅët ) send<1---cij}an{(F--clcean send-cljiian cont

     PI.ACET"J---)ct BLOCKX PLACEY BLOCKX
                         :-> nullOseRd4"---clean                                                   send(---cleen putOcont                                     IW "w
                                    ltuli                                           PLACEY BLOCKX BLOCKX•---i)bom---S>PLACEW
                                                                        (-)
     '

     Fig. 3.9 Continued.
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( 1) li>t'--'->!SLOCKX->On"-" )'PLACEY ) BLOCKX-->on--i>PLAcfi'z--->nct :.>

cont

              Fig. 3.10

                    PLACEY--->ct

Pl of the IGPS which.represents the

manipul.ations problem.

 BLOCKX-null-)PLACEZ-ct
      SSS•NStl}`

          on- >PLACEY----)nct

block

                             E>

           - w, --------..- .ntd-.---ny--pt
  floorl floor2 floor3 tNloorl floor2 floor3

  The initial. situation The final situation

Fig. 3.11 The initial situatien and the. final situation

           of the block world manipulations problem.

c

D

A

B

A

B'

c

D
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Tab1e 3.5 Proeess of changing

which represents the

of a   •o

 block

of the

 wor1d

IGPS

problem.

applied
production Uo which is the result of application of the ppoduction

I

.

zO

V or VI

vm

cont.1n•ue

f1oori<F--on(---blockd<e----on"--biockc4F---on(cr---b1ockb<Yon-b1ocka"ct

start---tii>coRt

f 1oov1`--- ori <-- b 1ockd ,(F--- on- b 1ockc-on<lr--• b lockb<9---on<r-- biocka•--> c t
         w
        tgoal

s ta r t -•---i>•con t

   '

f l. oo rl<k-on<------ b1ockd<rv-on--b1oc: c<{---; onOb1ockb<{- on <---biocka -- >c t

        t goa .i -k ----i> c 1. eant---;> t,; con t

                  o
                floori

                c.1ean----e,scont
                  t
                biockd
            '
start-- )>cont

f1oorl(y-on<5-b1ockd<F---onebleckc-on<r--b1ockb(-on,(r---bl.oeka.--->ct
         l
        tgoa.pt-clean---r)c1ean---->scont
                  es
                       blockb                floorl

                cieanDscont
                  l
                blockd

start-cont
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v[[[

wn

ima1

V[ (SMI[)

    .eoritlnue

f i oo r 1<f---- on<e--- b 1ockd<l--- on<f-- b 1o ck c<-- on<--- b 1ockb `--- on <---b 1o cka ec t

        tgloai'ci--s>:}i.a."."i-)'gige.2"k'bnt>ileg"."k-. SCO"t '

                elean-scont
                  "•
                blockcl

start-- >cont

fiOOri<'--' tOg""oa`i'
,--

kIlj'llilO[i::nl11:'ll[lii"ITe:nili'lfeCli;•Iia:Illl!iilllbilXXk-b.I>..::S"'b!OCk""'Ct

                  "t"l
                        blockb                                       blockd                floorl                               blocka

                ciean----S>scont
                  W
                b.lockd

start-->cont

f ioorl<F-- one 1) iockd(- on<I--- b1ockc(-- on <?---b1ockb<;-- one b1ockaDct

        t goa I * ---) ct l<t;an --•j> c lj)an--- N,- c i,es, an-e ILi;an --"> s eosK

                floori blockb biocka                                       blockd

                c1ean-S>c1ean--->sco"t
                  ee
                blockd b.lockc

ss tart --•) cont

                                                   '
i-  l oo r i<!---- on<-- b 1ockd<--on<-- b 1ocke<f•-on--• b 1ockb<--- on•<ÅÄ---•b1ocka -ri>c t
         t
        tgoa1 ik ----l> c1ean-->c1ean---i>e1ean--->c1ean-.:> s cont
                                 te                  l"
                fioorl blockb blocka blockd

                e1ean--->ciean---i>send
                  te
                        blockc                blockd

start---i>cont
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VIIII]

wr

xt

x

contlnue

f 1o o r l,(f--# o R (-"- b 1 o c k d (t-•-- on<i•--• b i o ck c `e-e--- o n"e-- b 1 o ckb,(---- o n - b l o eka --••ii- c t

        til'(oai"'-"'"':lgg:["j':lg::,'-,-i"ha:io.::.'c,lgi",:;"il21:'.-'i'S"O"t

                N                 C]-San"cr iia• n---l)- sen cl

                 biockd blockc

s t ,a rc ---- l> <) on t

 f1oor1<F-on<--blockd(---on-b1ockc<+-on4S--b1eckbG---on<k-b1ecka--->ct
         tioai*--c1ean-Srclean--inc1ean---i>c1ean---Spc1ean•--i)bsend

                           e-                   &e                                                   "
                  fioorl                         blockb blocka biockd blockc

                 C li a"--pt-)c 1/7 an--;> s en d

                 blockd bloel<c

s t .a rt •--- )-co1}t

 SJ 1oor1- on<i- biockd,e-- on<f- b1ock c<r-- on cs--b1ockbG-on< ---b .1ocka --• >ct
          e
         t goa 1 rk ojN a lte an-c ls an --;>c li an ---)" c li aft --t> send

                                      ca blockd                                 block                         blockb                  floorl

                  clean-•l>c1ean----> s, encl
                   ie
                 b!ockd b!ockc

 s. t.art-putbcont
         xY
         bfockc---t>on-f1oor2

 floo rl- kd,F--- oneb lockc`F-•onfe--blockb-on <3---b iocka .r>ct

         t lean-cle Etn --s>clean ----)c lean -- >s, end '                   wlew
                                         blockd                                 blocka                         blockb                   loori

                 clean-send
                   e
                  blockd

 start---t>put->cont         e'
         b1ocke--•-i>on ---- )f1oor2
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A

or

or

    .contlnue

Åí1oor1-on<----b1ockd(-on-b1ockc<--orM{----•b1ockb<----on(-->b1ocka•---l>et
         •
        tgo. a2ft----peiianeclian-clian-- >send

                                 biocka                 floorl                         blockb

                 clean-sGnd
                   t
                 blockd
                                                              .stavtDput"-----------------l put----)}cont         el        blocrkcBon"fioor2 bl.ockd-i>onDbioekc
                         '

t'  l oo rk<--  i> { 3t}<-biockd<e-on-bl.oekc<P- on<----b1ockb-ff--on`(-----b1ocka.- > ct

        tgoa tw --->clean-clean---- >send .                  ee
                 fioori blockb

                 cl,ean--•-->settd
                  •
                 bloÅëkd

start-->p st---------------------:p3t--------------)pst----i>cont

        bloekc-->on--=>f.ioor2 blockd-on->biockc biocka-on--i>f].oor3
                                                                         '
                                                                       '                                                            '
i'  ioo ri-o sn "(L-- i) iockd- on<F- b1ockc-- on -b 1ockb(-- on <e-- bloekapt ), ct

        tgoeelrk--->ciean--->send .
                  "
                 Åí1.oor'1

                 e1ean-r> send
                  •
                 blockd
    '
s tart-put •-- > bioekc-on ---->f1oor2
        •
        put--t>b1.ockd----Åí>on•-}>b1ockc
        e
        put----)pb1ocka-on•--i>f1oor3
         ,
        put-> blockb •-), on--- >b1ocka
        c9nt
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X

rv

m

contl11ue

f1oov1<e---on<---b1ockd<e--on( b1ockc-on<---b1ockb(---on<---b1ocka--i>ct
        tg)lgal '• '
start---)put-b1Qckc----)onDf1oor2
        s
        put---i>b1ockd--G>on-E>b1oekc
        ,
       put---i>b1ocka--)on--- >f1oor3
        i
        put--E>b1oc1<b-->on--i>biocka
        s
        cont

f 1 oor 1- on `E----- b1ockd (•--- on <.-b1ock c-on(--b 1ockb (---on <ÅÄ---•b 1o ckaD c t
        tgXloia1

start-=i>put->blockc-en•---t>f1()or2
        s
        put--- >b1ockdeori --- >b1ockc
        ,
        pu t" b locka ----,i;- on -> f foer3
        l
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3.4 Execution of Interactive Graph Production System

       In this section we discuss about execution of IGPS. The core

of execution of IGPS is an IGPS interpreter, which receives an IGPS and

execute the IGPS. And we need a production editing system for easy

description of productions. The production editing system enables

us to edit productions on a graphic display unit and generate set of

productions.

3.4.l IGPS interpreter

       We implement an IGPS interpreter which executes an XGPS in ac-

cordanee with the definitions of IGPS basically. But the IGPS inter-

preter has some fuctions for making processing fast and descriptions

of production easy.

       Yhe IGPS interpreter has two modes except a basic mode. rn the

basic mode the IGPS in'terpreter applies one production at one time ac-

cording to the definitions of IGPS. In expanded mode 1, the IGPS

interpreter tries to apply all productions which are permitted to apply

at one time. And in expanded mode 2, the IGPS interpreter tries to

apply all productions to all sub-graphs at one time •while productions

can be applied. In those expanded modes, the number of decisions

about permission of application of a production decreases at one appli-

cation of a production, so processlng time decreases at one applica-

tion of a production.

       In the definitions of IGPS we did not define how to select a

production, so we must decide how to select a production here. In

most of production system, for instance RPS [43], productions are or-
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dered and the first production which matches the data-base is applied.

But if we use rule ordering for seleetion of a production, we can not
                  '
describe the inonkey aitd banana problem as in 3.3.2. So the IGPS in-
        'terpreter enabies us to select a method of selection of a production

from three methods. The first method is the conventional rule or-

dering. Arid the second one enables us to specify a priority of pro-

ductions at each move. And the last one enables us to specify an al-

gorithm which specifies a priority of productions at each move.

3.4.2 Production editing system

       A production of IGPS is constructed by three tuples of labelled

directed graphs. For editing productions efficiently, we nee'd some

functions, which enables us to define a set of constants C, a set of

variables V and a range function R, and to input labelled directed

graphs, and to check inputted productions. Input of labelled directed

graphs can be done by inputting a label of each node and a tuple of

a head and a tail of each edge using punched cards, but we can not in-

spect graphs efficiently using a list of labels of each node and a

list of tuples of a head and a taU of each edge. So the production

editing system must enable us to edit productions: three tuple of la--

belled directed graphs, using graphical description. Therefore the

production editing system uses a graphic display unit for display of

productions. And the produetion editing system enables us to edit

productions interactively. We show a displayed image of the produc-

tion editing system in Fig. 3.13.
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Fig. 3.13 Displayed images of the production editing system.
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3.5 Conclusion

       In this chapter, we have proposed a new production system: IGPS.

IGPS is a formal systern which expresses a structure and moves of a sys--

tem which has interaction. And we have shown some examples of IGPSs

for making obvious descriptive power and moves of IGPS.

       IGPS has been developed by extending descriptive power of the

interactive system of mode B by introducing variables. And we have shown

three examples of IGPSs: the three coin problem, the monkey and banana

problem, and the block world manipulations ptoblem.

       In the three coin problem, changing of situations is described

in a data base. In the monkey and banana problem, monkey's try and

error process is represented. And in the block world manipulations

problem, complex situations are represented.

       We have impleTnented the IGPS interpreter and the production

editting system. They enable us to• execute an IGPS easily.
       '
       In the field of artificial intelligenee, we treat a diverse col-

lection of problems. Some of them have interaction in their situations.

For expressing those problem we need a production system which can ex--

press interaction. Of course conventional production systems can ex--

press a system which has interaction. But simplicity, modularity and

other good PS's features are lost. IGPS can express a system which

has interaction while increasing good PS's features. And using la-

belled direeted graphs, IGPS can express very complex situations.

       In future, we will apply IGPS to a diverse collection of problems

and make obvious the merit and the demerit of IGPS and implement a more

powerful IGPS interpreter whicli enables to treat larger problems.
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               CHAPTER 4

         Image Interpretation

using Interactive Graph Production System

4.l Intreduction

       Since the first electric computer was born, the domain of

computer applications has been expanding together with advances in

basic computer seience. At present, much of the research lies in the

areas of pattern recognition and artificial intelligence. Researchers

in these fields attempt to endow the computer not only with tha calcu-

lating ability suggested by its name, but also with the ability of a

perceptive and intelligent [12, 22, 30, 35, 44, 45].

       Studies on computer vis'ion are typical of those in pattern rec-

ogRition and artificial intelligence, since their aim is to construct

image understanding systems which can perceive and interpret visual

stimuli automatieally. Fig. 4.1 gives an overview of a computerrized

image understanding system. This system is formaliy sepa'rable into

low-level vision and high•-level vision components [7]. The former,

which is, in a sense, non-semantic information processing system, con-

sists of a sensor and digitizer, a preprocessor, a feature extractor,

and a symbolic descriptor. The latter consists of an understander

and the semantic information processing associated with it.

       The research here described is concerned with high-level computer
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vision and concentrated rnainly on interpretation of images. To in-

terpret an image, we need to deseribe the image and how to interpret

the images. To describe a visual tmage graphs are better than liter-

als. And we need easy method for describing the process of interpre-

tation of an image. So we use Interactive Graph Production System tQ.

                           'describe an image interpreting system. Using IGPS (rnteractive Graph
                                          'Production System) we can deseribe an image and 1tis interpretation

         'simultaneously, and we ean describe relatioRs between an irt}age and its
                                                                 ,
interpretation by interactive graph productions.

       Xn the area of pattern recognition, syntactic method has been

used where a pattern is described with simple sub-patterns and the

structure of a patterR is described with complex of sub-patterns with

grammar [10, 20, 25]• But iR image analysis we can not hope

that an image is described with simple sub-patterns in many cases.

In image analysis segmentation to regions corresponds to division to

sub-patterns iR pattern recognition. But, now in many cases a region
                                                      'does not correspond to an object, but a uniforrn area. Some experi-

ments of image interpretations have been done [!1, 47]. For in-

stance MSYS [111 handles a simpl.e room scene which is segrnented cor-

rectly. Most of experiments do not handle a complex out-door scene,

where segmentation of a scene does not reflect the correct objects.

       In this chapter first we will discuss description of an image

                                                                    'and next description of semantics of images. Then we will discuss

production rules which describe the relations between the description

of an image and description of the semantics. Next we will discuss

implementatlon of an image interpreting system. Then some experimental
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results will be shown.

4.2 Description of an image

       Description of an image is realized with intra-region descrip.,

tions and inter-region telationS,. In this chapter, we will accept

the three assumptions listed below.

   [Assumption 4.1]

       1. Two objects do not make one region.

       2. 0ne object can be divided into some regions.

       3. An object which must be recognized is constructed with re-

gions which are large enough for measuring their properties.

       Assumptions 4.1.1 and 4.l.2 are related, and express ithat a re-

gion must be a part of an object. And Assumption 4.1.3 expresses

that an object can be described.

     ' One region is described with 11 properties listed below.

   [Properties of a region]

       1. Region number.

       2. Center of gravity (described by X-distance and Y-distance).

       3. Area (described the number of pixels).

       4. 0rientation.

       5. Intensity (its average and dispersion).

       6. Length of the border.

       7. Compactness (contains two kinds of definitions).

       8. Straight lines on the border (which described by its number
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and orientation).

       9. Limit of the existanee ( maxima and minima of X-distances

and Y-distances of pixels in the region).

      10. Straight lines in the region (described as 8 ).

      11. Texture in the regiont.

       These properties are expressed by the labelled directed graph

as in Fig. 4.2. Zn Fig. 4.2 'valuet expresses that the vaZue of eaeh

properties is at the place, and 'type' expresses that. the type of each

properties is at the place.
                                          '
       Next we discuss description of inter-region relations. Among

regi,ons there are many relations, but only connections between regtons

are expressed in the image describing system. Most of other rela--

tions: is right of, is left of , is over of, etc., can be generated

using properties of regions: the center of gravity or limit of exis-

tence. Connections between regions are expressed as in Fig. 4.3 by

lengths of vorders of right and over. Fig 4.4 is the example of

regions expressed as in Fig. 4.3.

--- --------------------------

   Note: Compactnesses are defined as follows.

                                           2                    Compactness-1 = 4TS / L

                                           2                    Compactness--2 = 4S / TTZ ,

where S is area, L is length of borCer and Z is max(Z') where Z'is the

length of the paths which pass through the center of gravity in the

    .reg-on.
       I This f'eature is discussed in [24].

                                         '
             '

                                - 12S -
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4,3 Description of sernantics of an image.

       Description of semantics of an image depends on process of in-

terpretation. In this chapter we handle simple out-door scenes where

are five kinds of objects: a window, a wall, a man, a car and a road.

Of course, we handie a real out-door scenes, so in a scene there may be

other kinds of objects: trees, weeds, sky and etc.. And there can be

a region which is one object aRd also other kind of object. This fact

conflicts with Assumption 4.1. But the region is one edge between

two object as in Fig. 4.S. So image interpreting system can inter-

pret the region to be one of the two objects. We call those regions

edges. So here we have 6--kinds of objects.

       The labelled directed graph which expresses interpretation of

an image is initiaUy a collection of the graph of Fig. 4.6, and the

label 'obg'eet?' is rewritten to 'obg'eet', 'obg'eet-rashi', 'obJ'eet-kamo'

or tob,7'eet-denaV in aceordance with inferences. And if two regions

are infered to be parts of an object, then the label 'vryoiki', is used

for expressing that those regions construct an object as in Fig. 4.7.

                                             'The label 'mado' expresses that the region is a part of a window, the

label 'mado-rashi' does that the region is probably a part of a window,

the label tmado-kamot does that the region can be a part of a Window,

and the label 'mado-denai' does that the region can not be a part of

a window. And the label 'kabe' expresses that the region is a part

of a wall, the label 'hito' does that the region is a part of a man,

the label 'kurumat does that the region is a part of an automobile, //

the label 'michi' does that the region is a part of a road, and so on.

The labe! 'fuchi' expresses that the region is an edge of objects.
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4.4 Productions for interpretation of an image

       Interactive Graph Production System is used for describing the

process of interpretation of an image. An IGPS is defined as

                    s = ( c, V, R, io, il, Po, Pl )

where C is a set of constants whidh is defined in accordance with the

                                  •tstructures of graphs describing an irnage and its interpretation, V is

a set of variables and R is a function which defines the ranges of vari--

ables that are defined Å}n accordance with the structures of productions,

io and il are initial situations of graphs, the forrner expresses inter--

pretation of an image and the latter describes an image.

       Next we will discuss the set of productions which represent the

process of interpretation. In this chapter a process of an image in-

terpretation is divided into three parts. First at each region and

each kinds of object, one of 'obg'eet', 'obg'eet-rashi', 'ohJ'eet--kamo'

and 'obJ'eet-denaY is selected in accordance with the probability of
      '
the region of the object. Next, inference is done using the result

of former infereBce. And last, inference is done usÅ}ng relations

among regions, and what kinds of objects the regions are decided.

       4.4.l Object-wise inference

       At each kind of objects, features of regions are known using

fnteyaetave fmage AnaZiaing System [9]. In accordance with those

features we construct the productions whieh decide the degree of be-
                                                       'longing to each kind of objects. Here we use 84 productions. A part

of which are collected using Interactive Image Analizing System is shown
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in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. Table 4.1 shows averages of intensisty

levels, are and compuctness of each kinds of objects. At eaeh kinds

of objects one of 'obg'ect', 'obJ'eet-rashi', 'obg'eet-kamo' and 'obg'eet-

denai' is given to each region. 5 kinds oÅí objects and one special

object are treated in our image world, so each region takes 6 inter-

pretations. Examples of productions which relate a window w'tll be

showr}. '
       The production of Fig. 4.8 expresses that the region whose fea-

tures satisfies the condition expressed in parenthisized graph is de--

cided to be a window (mado). In figures, (n7, n) expresses a internal

expression of IGPS interpreter. That ls used for expressing a con-

stant or a variable which is not defined previously for its few usage.

The label 'RYOIKIX' is defined as a variable whose range is the set of

region numbers. And the labels 'hoko', 'egdeln' and etc. that are

strings of lower-case letters are defined as constants previous.ly.

Next in Fig. 4.9 we show the production which expresses that the ,

region can not be a window (mado denai). Then in Fig. 4.1-O we show

the production which expresses that the region may be a window (mado

rashi). And we show the production which gives a region the interpre-

tation 'mado kamo' (the r.egion may be a window) in Fig. 4.11. To each

region, one of 'obg`eet'., 'obo'eet-rashi', 'obg'eet-kamo' and 'obo'eet-

denai'si given about each kinds of objects.

       We represent a set of productions which give the interpretation
  '
of 'obo'ect' by Q                   a set of produetions which give the interpretation                1'

of 'obg'eet-rashi' by q                         a set of productions which give the inter-                      2'

pretation of 'obg'eet--kaino' by Q3, and a set of productions which give
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Table 4.1 Features of each kinds of objects.

feature window man wall car

intensity

area

compactness--2

33.

106

68.

99

.7

5

33.54

292.4

39.8

35.21

691.8

40.5

69.55

319.0

42.5

Tabie 4.2 Classification using compaetness-2.

class window man wa11 car

window car wall man

man wall car window

wall man car window

car wall man window

96

2

2

50

34

28

56

i4

23

47

23
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the interpretation of 'obo'eet-denai' by e4. Productions must be ap-

plied tn aceordance with the sequence Ql, (92, (94, C23. In the defini-

tions of IGPS there isi no priority among productions. But we need to

order the IGPS interpreter to preserve the sequence of applications of

productions. Because a production in Q2 is constructed by loosenÅ}ng
                                 'an applicable condition oS production in Ql. So if a production in Q2

was applied before an application of productions in Ql, the region was

interpreted as 'obe'eet--rashi' while the region could be interpreted

as 'obJ'eet'. And productions which give the interpretatÅ}on of 'obu'eet-

kamo' must be applied when any productions in Ql, e2 or e3 can not be

applied. Then an example of a graph which represents interpretations

is shown in Fig. 4.12.

4.4.2 Region-wise synthetic inference

       Region-wise synthetic inference is done using a result of pre-

vious inference in accordance with 3 assumptions listed below.

   [Assumption 4.2]

       1. A region which is given only interpretations 'obo'eet-denai',
                                     '
constructs an object which is not included our world models, so it can

not be interpreted in our system, so it does not need more processing.

       2. A region which is given an interpretation 'ohg'eeV, can be

decided to be the object.

       3. A region which is given an interpretation 'obg'eet-rashi' or

'obg'eet-kamo', and an interpretation 'obg'eet-denai' for other kinds

of objects, is more probably the objeet.
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       From those assumptions we obtaiR three productions which are

shown in Figs. 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15. The production of Fig. 4.13 is

derived from Assumption 4.2.1, and it deletes a sub-gyaph which de-

scribes interpretations of the region, the sub-graph holds the infor--

mation about the region which can not be treated ln our world model.
                                                                     '
In Figs. 4.l3, 4.14 and 4.15, the label 'RYOIKIX' is a variable whose

range is a set of region numbers, and the label 'FOBJECT' is a variable

whose range is the set:

                  { mado, kabe, hito, kuruma, michi, fuchi },

and 'FROBJEC[I]A', 'FROBJECTB', 'FROBJEC'I]C', 'FROBJECTD' and 'FROBJECTE'

                                                      '
are variables whose ranges are the sets:

       { mado rashi, mado kamo, mado denai, kabe rashi, kabe kamo,

         kabe denai, hito rashi, hito kamo, hito denai, kuruma rashi,

         kuruma kamo, kuruma denai, michi rashi, michi kamo,

         michi denai, fuchi rashi, fuchi kamo, fuchi denai }.

And 'null' is the label which expresses that a node must be deleted by an

IGPS interpreter. The production of Fig. 4.14 is derived from Assuinp-

tion 4.2.3, and it rewrites the label 'mado-rashirto the label tmador,

when other interpretations are only 'obg'eet-denai'. The production

of Fig. 4.15 is derived from Assumption 4.2.2, and it deletes labels

'obJ'eet-rashi', 'ohject-kamo' and 'obg'eet-denai', of the region when

the region is interpreted as 'obg'eet'. Because analysis about other

kinds of objects is not needed. 12 productions which include the

three productions shown in Figs. 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 are used for de-
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leting unnecessary informations and inferring synthetically.

                                                   '
4.4.3 Inference based on the relations among regions

       Next inferences are done more synthetically using relations

among regions. There are two relattons explicitly in the graph which

represents an image, and those are Es overi' and 'is 77ight'. Other

relations can be derived from the center of gravity of regions and etc.

In this chapter, only connectivities between regions are used. Pro-

ductions for tnference using Å}nter-region relattons, are derived from

the assumptions listed below.

   [Assumption 4.3]

       1. Fdges exist between two object;

       2. Same kind of objects do not contact.

       3. Probability of them are large that a window contaets a waU,

a road contacts a man or a car, and a wall contacts a car or a man.

       4. A window does not contact a road.

       From those assumptions the production of Figs. 4.16, 4.17, 4.18

aRd 4.19 are derived. In those productions the label tKANKEI' is a

variab-le whose range is the set:

            '
                   { over, right },

and the label 'vryoiki' is a constant which represents that regions are

parts of an object. The label 'CYU' is a variable whose range isi the

set of nuTnbers larger than 5. And the label 'OBJECTRX' is a variable

whose raBge is the set:
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Fig. 4.16 A production used in phase 3.
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   ,
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Fig. 4.17 A production used in phase 3.
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Fig. 4.l8 A production used in phase 3.
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s

 X-2

Fig. 4.19 A production used in phase 3.
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               { mado, mado-rashi, kabe, kabe-rashi, hito, hito rashi,
                                                              -
                '                    kuruma, kuruma rasi, michi, michi rashi }.

            '
And the label 'HITO KURUb4' is a variable whose range is the set:

                  { hito rashi, kuruma rashi }.

The production of Fig. 4.]-6 is derived from Assumption 4.3.2, and it

attach the label 'vryoikit to the regions which are parts of an object.

The production of Fig. 4.17 is derived from Assumption 4.3.1, and it

combines a region which is interpreted as an edge and a region which

is given proper interpretation. The production of Ftg. 4.18 derived

from Assumption 4.3.3, and it decides that a region whose interpreta-

tion is 'n}ado rashi' and a region whose interpretation is tkabe rashit

are a window and a wall respectively when these regions contact each

other. The production of Fig. 4.i9 is derived from Assumption 4.3.3

and it expresses that a region interpreted as 'hito rashi' or 'kuruma

rashit contacts a region interpreted as tkabe'r, then tts interpretation

is changed 'hito' or 'kuruma' respectively. And the production of

Fig. 4.20 is deribed from Assumption 4.3.3 and it expresses that if

a region interpreted as fhito rashir or tkuruma rashit contacts a re-

gion interpreted as 'michi', then its interpretation is changed 'hito'

or rkurumat respectively.

       In Figs. 4.19 and 4.20, the label ':-2' is not defined in the

definitions oÅí IGPS. That instructs the IGPS lnterpreter to rewrite

a label of a node which relates the node of the palce of the label.

'oZ)Jreebl if a value of 'HITO KURIJM' is 'obg'eet-rashi'. If a value
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of the label 'HITO KURUIYT' is 'hito rashi', then a value of the label

tx-2r Å}s 'hitot, and if that is 'kuruma •rashit, then this is Skurumar.

This function of the IGPS interpreter enables to describe some produc-

tions of IGPS by one production form. The production of Fig. 4.2Z is

derlved from Assumptions 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. In the production,• 'OBJECTI

KMK' is a variable whose range is the set:

                  { mado kamo, kabe kamo },

and 'OBJECT KMR' is a variable whose range is the set:

                  { mado rashi, kabe rashi }.

And the label 'OBJECT DENAX' is a variable whose range is the set:

                  { mado denai, kabe denai, hito denaÅ},

                    kuruma denai, michi denai, fuchi denai }.

The production of Fi' g. 4.21 connects two regions whose region numbers

are 'RYOIKIX' and 'RYOIKIY', if the regioR whose region number is

SRYOIKIX', is given an interpretation of tfuchi--kamo', and one of

'mado kamo' and 'kabe kamot and tobJ'eet-denai' to other objects, and

the region whose region number is 'RYOIKIYt, is given interpretations

of rmado rashir, 'mador, rkabe rashit or rkabeS, and those two regions

are contacted. The ptoductions listed above eonnect regions which are

parts of an object and make obvious interpretations whose ambiguities

are large.
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4.5 Implementation of !mage Interpreting System

       The Image Interpreting System discussed in this chapter is con-

structed with three sub-systerns. Xn Fig. 4.22 we show structure of

the Image Interpreting System. The core of the Image lnterpreting

System is the IGPS interpreter, which receives a set of productions and

a set of initial sub-situations from others: the Image Describing System

and the Production Edittng System. The Image Describing System re-

ceives a segmented image and generates graphical description of the

segmented image. The Production'Editing' System enables to edit pro-

duction on a graphie display unit and generates a set of productions.

       Tihe Image.Describing System recieves a segmented image and its

output is a labelled directed graph which describes the segmented image.

An output of the !mage Describing System has the structure discussed

in 4.2, and it is inputted into the IGPS interpreter.

4.6 Experimantal examples

       In this section we will show experimental examples. Fig. 4.23

shows adlgitalized input image on a line printer by 8 levels. We show

an interpretation of the image of Fig. 4.23, in Fig. 4.24.

       In a figure expressing an interpretation, a window is printed

by t?', a wall by rn', aman by 't', a car by '7', a road by ':-r, and

an edgeby '7'. And a region which is printed nothing is given some

interpretations or no interpretations and can not be decided to be a
                                          '
kind of objects.

       The image of Fig. 4.23 is segmented into 43 regions. Shown in
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Fig. 4.24 the Image rnterpreting System recognizes the collection of

                                                  'regions which construct an object effectively.

       We show other examples in Fig. 4.25.

4.7 Conclusion

       In this chapter, image interpretation using Interactive Graph

Production System is discussed. As shown in section 4.6, we obtain

good results in spite of a little set of productions.

       From the examples we conclude that the Image rnterpreting Sys-

tem can interpret segmented images effectively. The Image Interpret-

ing System uses only two inter-region relations. Using other relations,

more powerful interpretation can be done. And for more powerful

interpretation other kinds of objects must be introduced in the world

model.

       Using Interactive Graph Production System for describing the

process of image interpretation, we can simplify a description of a

complex process which can not be described simply using regular pro--

grarnming languages.

       FroTn the view point of Interactive Graph Production System, it

is shown that IGPS can describe a comp!ex system. The IGPS inter-

preter used here is almighty type and does not implement enough proc-

essing speed.

       IGPS enables us to represent a chunk of knowledge about images

and their interpretations. In rvlSYS, we must treat total knowledge

about images at once for representing how to interpret images, so

  '                                                          '                                                        '
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about complex images we can not represent knowledges easUy. Using

IGPS, we can represent chunks of knowledge one by one, so we can

treat complex images easily.

       In future, we will develop a parallel IGPS interpreter which

enables us to interpret rGPS more efficiently. And we wi!l develop

a simple !GPS interpreter which enables to interpret restricted IGPS

more efficiently. For treating more complex images, more complex an

image is, more and more processing time the IGPS interpreter consumes.

And using IGPS's abilities fully, we wiU construct dynamic image inter-

    .pretmg systems.
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Fig. 4.24 Interpretation of the image of Fig. 4. 23.

1
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(a) A digitalized input irnage. (b) Interp retation of the image of (a).

Fig. 2.25 Examples of image interp retations. (par tial)
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Fig. 2. 25 Continued.
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  CHAPTER 5

Conc1usions

       In this thesis a new formal system has been proposed, that mod-

els systems interacting each other, and a new production systern has

been proposed that is constructed by extending descriptive power of

the interactive system. And using the production system image inter--

pretation has been discussed.

       In chapter 2, interactive systems have been proposed and their

abilities have been studied. An interactive system is constructed with

two web grammar systems and two interaction functions which express

interaction. It is shown that the well-known quotation from Horner's

Iliad: ntzlwo head ape hette" than one."

is true for formal systems. And if the powers of two systems inter-

acting each other are high, then the abilities of interactive systems

do not depend on the power of interac'tion functions. Interpreting

this result in the real world, high-able ones can keep in enough com-

munication by exchanges of simple information.
                                       .
       In chapter 3, an interactive graph production system has been

proposed. IGPS (Interactive Graph Production System) is developed

by extending descriptive power of the interactive system by introducing

variables. And IGPS is simplified by constricting interactive sys-

                                                  'tems' formation. Three examples have been shown. Three examples are
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three coin problem, monkey and banana problem and block world manip-

ulations problem. In the three coin problem, changing of situations

in a data base is descrtbed. In the monkey and banana problem, try

and error process is represented. And in the block world manipula-

tions problem, eomplex situations are represented.

       In chapter 4, using the IGPS an image interpreting system has

been constructed. The image interpreting system has been represented

simply using the IGPS, and can be easily modified. The image inter-

preting system contains about 120 productions, but it is experirnental

one. The image interpreting system treats over 500 nodes in examples.

Now its processing speed is not enough, for processing more complex

image descriptions.

       For t•he future, about interactive systems we will investigate

relations between fCFSL(Ai) and fCES(Ai), and between fCZ7SL(Bt) and

.ZUC17L(Bi), and also between 1-ewSL(Bi) and -TCFSL(Bi+1), and etc. Inves--

tigating those relations we may construct bases for comparing complex--

iti.es of many porblems.

       About Interactive Graph Production System, we will apply IGPS

to a diverse collection of problems and make obvious the merit and the

demerit of IGPS. Representing probelms by IGPS, we may have a new

measure of complexities of problems using relations among abilities

of interactive systems. And we will implement a more powerful IGPS

interpre ter.

       About image interpretation, introducing more kinds of objects

into the world model we will increase the ability of tl}e Image Inter-

preting System.

                                - 152 -
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